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1 - Day One of Chaos

TRAPPED! *A Different Kind of Reality Show*

Silver: Hiya peeps! It's me, eclipsedmoongoddess482! But in here I'm called Silver since it's just easier
to type. NEwayz, this fic is basicly about all these guys trapped in the same room while I do all that is
humanly possible to make their lives a living heck. I guess you'll want to know which cuties are in the fic,
right? Well, there's Yami and Kaiba from Yu-Gi-Oh; Marth and Link from Super Smash Bros. Melee; And
Sora, Riku, Cloud, and Sephiroth from Kingdom Hearts. Right now there are more Game than Anime
men but believe me, I'm gonna add on more Anime guys due to my boredom with these guys or
because of um...other more violent reasons that I can't say right now. So, with all that being said...On
with the show!

Crazy Dragon (CD): *Silver's pet chibi black dragon) Silver does not in any way own the characters from
Yu-Gi-Oh, Kingdom Hearts, and Supersmash Bros. Melee. But that doesn't mean that she can't trap
some of the guys in her room and them for her own amusement! Yay chaos! ^_^

********************************************************************************

All the guys are sitting around doing nothing. Marth, Link, Riku, and Kaiba are sleeping on the bed.
Marth and Kaiba are snoring. Link’s kicking an invisible monster and Riku’s muttering something about
evil chestnuts after him (?) Sora and Sephiroth are playing Super Smash Bros. Sora is Fox and
Sephiroth’s Link.

Sora: Prepare to get burned! (Sora practically smashes the controller as he prepares Fox’s burning
attack.)

Sephy(cute name for Sephiroth): ……Guess again! (Sephy presses one button and Fox is destroyed!

Announcer: This games winner is…Link!

Sephy: That makes 15 matches you’ve lost. How pathetic…

Sora: What?! How can this be?! I should’ve won that. *Sora stands up and furiously points at Sephy*
YOU CHEATED!!!

Cloud: SHUT UP GUYS! I’m trying to learn to play Duel Monsters! *Turns back to Yugi who’s teaching
him the basics to Duel Monsters*

Sephy: *Ignores Sora’s ramblings and walks over to Cloud and Yugi* Strife’s actually playing a game?!

Cloud: *sarcastically* Ha, ha, Sephiroth. You know that we’re stuck in here till that Silver let’s us out
and from the looks of it *looks towards the steel door with lasers, steel locks, and an angry Chihuahua



guarding the door* It isn’t going to be soon. So I’m making the best of things.

Sephy: Whatever…*Walks back to Sora who’s still yelling about how he’s a cheater and should be
dipped in hot oil for his evilness*

Sora: AND IF EVILNESS WERE GAS, YOU’D BE…*Sephy grabs Sora by the throat, giving him one of
his famous evil glares*

Sephy: It would mean so much to me if you would please…SHUT UP! *Tosses Sora away like a rag doll*

Sora: @_@ Ow…

Riku: *wakes up* NOOOOOOOO! IT’S THE EVIL CHESTNUT ARMY!

Everyone: *stares at Riku*

Riku: Oh…it was a dream.

Cloud: *mumbles* What a freak…

Riku: What you saying ‘bout me, buddy?!

Cloud: *calmly gets up and stares blankly at Riku* I said that you…are…a…FREAK!

Sephy: *sighs in frustration as he grabs an issue of Teen People* Not this again…

Kaiba: *wakes up* Ugh, what’s with all this racket?! Can’t you see I’m trying to get some sleep here?!

Riku: WHAT YOU SAYIN’ BOUT MY MOMMA?!

Cloud: I’M SAYING THAT SHE’S…

Kaiba: Not again. *turns to Sephy* What’s are they fighting about this time?

Sephy: *shrugs* Beats the heck outta me. *Burns the magazine* I’m bored. *Sees Marth sleeping
soundly and Link still kicking that invisible monster and chuckles* This should be good.

Marth: *mumbles* Mmmmm…Forbidden Doughnut…

Sephy: *Moves Link slightly to the left, near Marth* Ha, ha, ha!

Link:….Hi-YA! *kicks Marth in the head*

Marth: OW! Why’d you do that. *Slaps Link up-side the head* STUPID JERK!

Link:……….*sleeps soundly*



Marth: *grabs him and shakes him furiously* LISTEN TO ME YOU! NO ONE DISTURBS MY BEAUTY
SLEEP AND GETS AWAY WITH IT!*

Sephy: *laughs* Yeah, Lord knows you need it more than all of us!

Marth: WHAT DID YOU JUST SAY?!

Sephy: *gets up and stares angrily at Marth* Do I really have to repeat myself? *Unfolds his wing as he
lightly grabs his sword, still giving Marth the evil glare*

Marth: *squeaks* Nope, not at all!

Sephy: Good. *Sits back down grabbing another teen magazine*

Marth: *mumbles* What a stupid-head!

Sephy: I HEARD THAT!

Marth: Eep! *He slowly turns around to see that Sephy has fully powered up for his ultimate attack*
Oh…just…great!

Sephy: NO ONE INSULTS ME AND GETS AWAY WITH IT! NOW FEEL THE WRATH OF…

Cloud: *stops arguing with Riku, noticing how powerful this attack really is* WAIT SEPHIROTH!

Kaiba: STOP IT YOU FOOL! YOU’LL KILL US ALL!

Sephiroth: SIN HARVEST! *Sephy uses his ultimate attack but luckily, Silver’s a Squirrely Scout! So
she was well prepared in making an Ultimate-attack-proof room. So the blast only destroyed the inside
of the room and everything in it. But don’t worry, since this is rated PG, the guys are okay!*

Marth: Ouch! Well now, are you satisfied!? You’ve destroyed everything in here!

Sora: Hey it could’ve been worse!

Kaiba: How could it get any worse?!

Yugi: We could’ve been destroyed too!

Everyone else: *agrees*

Link: *still sleeping* ……………Mmmmmm Squirrel pie…

Everyone: *stares at Link*

Riku: So what are we gonna do now?



Cloud: I know! *takes out his sword (or what’s left of it)* Let’s train our skills!

Riku: WHAT KIND OF STUPID IDEA IS THAT?!

Cloud: IT’S BETTER THAN WHAT YOU CAME UP WITH!

Riku: BUT I DIDN’T SAY ANYTHING!

Cloud: EXACTLY! *and they keep arguing like this*

Sephy: Ugh! Here we go again! *burns up another teen magazine* I’m bored…

Everyone: *stops what they’re doing and hide in the closet*

Sephy: What?!

The End (for now!)



2 - New Members, Sugar, and Radioactive Sqiurrells *Oh

Still TRAPPED!

Silver: Muahahahaha! I’m still here and all the guys are still locked in my room with no means of
escape! But, the guys are actually really dull now (but Sephy finally tied up Sora to the bedpost and
gagged him with one of Link’s sweat socks. EW! TOO GROSS!) So now I decided to "help" the guys
find something to do by doing 2 things;
1. Add 2 new members
2. And give them…SUGAR!
Yes, I shall give these handsome guys tons of sugar and video tape the results *hugs video camera* As
for the 2 new victe- I-I mean members, here they are! Ladies and Germs, I present to you that gorgeous
fox demon and that more-than- fine fire demon, HIEI and KURAMA!

*Cricket chirps*

Silver: O.O What the heck?! I could’ve swore I saw them arrive here this morning. *thinks hard* Um, a
little help here?

CD:*Puts a light bulb over Silver’s head*

Silver: Oh now I remember! *runs to the closet and opens it*

Hiei and Kurama: *fall out of the closet* @_@…ow…

Hiei: What…the…heck?

Kurama: Where are we?

Silver: HIEI! *hugglez him* I’m so glad you could make it!

Kurama: Wait a minute, I remember you saying something about a reality show and being locked in a
room with a bunch of other guys. And then Hiei said something like, "That sounds really stupid" and
trying to leave but then you offered us some Sweet Snow and Herbal Essence Shampoo that was in the
closet. But when we went in the closet, I remember you pushing us in the closet and everything going
black.

Silver: It’s nothing like that! ^_^; Really, I just "tripped," that’s all! And I do have the Sweet Snow and
Herbal Essence Shampoo!

Hiei and Kurama: Really?

Silver: *sneaky smile* Why it’s right in my room. *points to her room* Why don’t you go and get it?



Hiei: Oh no! I’m not falling for that again! What kind of a fool do you take me for?

Kurama: You stay here and we’ll get the Sweet Snow and Herbal Essence.

Silver: Okay, fine. I’ll stay here. *pouts*

Hiei: Hn. *walk to Silver’s room*

Kurama: *follows Hiei*

When Hiei and Kurama arrive at the door, they hesitate in fear that Silver was following them. Hiei
looked around with his Jagan eye for any traps and Kurama looked around for any signs of Silver or any
of her Chibi Kitsunes or Dragons. When everything seemed safe enough they opened the door. But just
then, a photo-realistic beaver pops up from behind them in all it’s photo-realistic horror.

Photo-realistic-beaver: SQUEAK!

Hiei and Kurama: AHHHHHHHHHHHH!!! *Run into the room in as the door slams shut behind them*

Silver: Muawhahahahaha! Little did they know that I learned how to trap demons in a bedroom when I
was 7! Thank you Squirrely Scouts! *Hugs Squirrely Scout badge for trapping demons*

Meanwhile…

Hiei and Kurama: *still running* AHHHHHH…OOF! *trip over a sleeping Riku*

Riku: NOOOOOOOOO! THE CHESTNUTS HAVE GOT ME!

Everyone: O.O What the heck?!

Cloud: *sarcastically* Oh this is just great!

Hiei: *gets off of Kurama* Hold on! We didn’t ask to be here with you fools!

Kurama: Yes indeed. It’s not our fault. That Silver somehow managed to trap us in here.

Cloud: Oh, I wasn’t talking about you guys. I was talking about him *points to a screaming Riku* Now
that he’s awake, he’s going to rant about those stupid chestnuts again! *throws one of Link’s old rusty
iron boots at Riku (once again, EW!)* SHUT UP ALREADY!

Riku: *Stops screaming and falls back asleep*

Hiei and Kurama: O.O

Hiei: Does that happen often?

Sephy: Yes, unfortunately.



Yami Yugi: So anyway, I guess your stuck here with the rest of us so we might as well introduce
ourselves. I am Yami Yugi.

Kaiba: …My name’s Seto Kaiba. But just call me Kaiba, okay?

Marth: And I’m Prince Marth of Altea.

Link: I’m Link, the Hero of Time.

Marth: He sleeps a lot! ^_^

Link: WHO ASKED YOU?

Cloud:…I’m Cloud and Chestnut Boy over there is Riku.

Sora: *still tied to the bed post and gagged with Link’s sweat sock (STILL VERY, VERY EW!)* Mmmmf
grrfrrrb!

Kurama: What was that?

Sora: MMMMF GRRFRRRB!

Cloud: Someone un-gag him!

Link: *pulls his sock out of Sora’s mouth*

Sora: I’m Sora! Nice to meet ya! I’m the Keyblade master, a Gemini, and love pina cooladas and…

Sephy: Gimmie that! *Takes sweat sock from Link and shoves it back into Sora’s mouth*

Hiei: Thanks.

Sephy: No prob.

Kurama: He’s sure a hyper little one, isn’t he?

Marth: Hyper nothing. He’s a huge pain in the…

Riku: *wakes up* CHESTNUTS! *falls back asleep*

Everyone: O.O

Kurama: That was random.

Hiei: What’s his story?



Cloud: He claims that a chestnut attacked him when he was 3.

Y. Yugi: But really it was just Sora who threw a chestnut-sized rock at him.

Hiei: So in other words he’s completely insane.

Cloud: More or less, yes.

Kurama: *turns to Sephy* I believe we haven’t learned your name yet.

Sephy: *unfolds his wing in an impressive manner* I am the mighty, all powerful, Sephiroth.

Marth: He likes to burn up Teen magazines once blew up the entire inside of this room!

Sephy: *grabs sword* WHO ASKED YOU?

Marth: Eep! No one!

Sephy: Now who, may I ask, are you two?

Kurama: Oh, I’m sorry. My name is Kurama.

Hiei:…………………

Sephy: And what about you?

Hiei………Hiei………

Kurama: Oh please excuse Hiei. He’s a bit anti-social and…

Hiei: One more word out you and I shall rip out your voice box!

Kurama: O.O W-Well, anyways, how long have you all been trapped here?

Everyone: *shrugs*

Y. Yugi: We’re not sure. What day is it?

Kurama: Tuesday

Kaiba: What month is it?

Hiei: October

Marth: Then it’s been about…ummm…3 months at least. Don’t you think guys?

Everyone: *agrees*



Hiei: So what do you eat here?

Link: We haven’t eaten much lately. Just some Chihuahua food and water.

Hiei: Where’s the Chihuahua?

Marth: Sephiroth ate it.

Sephy: Scrawny little thing too. Had no meat on it what so ever. Oh well…*pulls out a tiny bone and let’s
it hang out of the corner of his mouth*

Kurama: Is that a Chihuahua bone.

Sephy: So what if it is?

Hiei: This is just great! You mean to tell me that we’re stuck here with a hyper blabber mouth and an
insane guy with a chestnut phobia with nothing to eat but Chihuahua food, water, and tiny little
Chihuahua bones?!

Link: Yep. Just about hits the nail on the head.

Silver: *appears on T.V* That’s not so Link. In fact, I have a nice surprise that I’m sure you’ll all like!

Everyone: You’re going to let us go?

Silver: No! But I am going to do the next best thing!

Hiei: Which is?

Silver: I’m going to give you all…SUGAR!!!

Everyone: What?!

Silver: That’s right! Since you all haven’t gone insane and killed anybody yet, I’m going to give you all
the sugar you can eat! BRING THEM THEIR SUGARY GOODNESS MY CHIBI DRAGONS AND
KITSUNES!

Chibi Dragons and Kitsunes: *Throw a bunch of potato sacks into the room*

Hiei: I don’t like this. It must be some kind of trap. Whoa! *Nearly gets pummeled with a potato sack*
WATCH WHERE YOUR THROWING THOSE! *mumbles* Stupid chibi weaklings.

Marth: Hiei’s right. There must be a catch.

Sephy: *Pulls out his sword* Well, why don’t we just see what’s exactly in here? *Slashes one of the
potato sacks in midair*



P.S (potato sack): *spills out cookies, coke, a wide variety of chocolates and nutty candy, hundreds of
pixie stix, and of course Hiei’s favorite, sweet snow (ice cream)*

Link: Whoa. I’ve never seen so many pixie stix in my life! *Picks up a pixie stix*

Marth: WAIT LINK! *slaps pixie stix out of his hand (Link: HEY!)* We don’t know if Silver’s poisoned the
candy or something. We’ve got to be careful and not eat the candy!

M&M Cookie: *Hits a sleeping Riku in the head*

Riku *wakes up* NOOOOOOO CHESTNUTS HAVE FINALLY CAUGHT ME!!! AHHHHHHHHHHH-Yum,
my favorite! *Eats M&M Cookie*

Link: Why didn’t you try and stop him?

Sephy: Do you really care about what happens to him?

Link: No.

Sephy: Then don’t ask stupid questions. Besides, we need someone to test out the candy.

Riku: *finishes eating the cookie* Eep! *passes out*

Everyone: O.O Riku!

Marth: Oh my God! They’ve killed Riku!

Link: YOU-

Cloud: Hold on! Before this turns into another over-done South Park pun, let’s try out one thing. *Grabs
Link’s boot (Still EW!) and throws it at Riku*

Riku: *wakes up* THE CHESTNUTS HAVE REBELLED! QUICK TO THE ANTI-CHESTNUT
CHAMBER! *runs into the closet, slams the door* MUAHAHAHAHAHA *cough, cough* HA!

Everyone: He’s fine.

Marth: Well, what are we waiting for?

Yami Yugi: Let’s dig in!

Everyone: * lunges for the candy like a pack of wolves. Everyone tears open their own bag of sugary
goodies and waste no time devouring them…or doing other stupid things with them*

Link and Marth: *shake the coke bottles and spray each other* WHOO-HOO! HEAD-BUT *head-but
each other* OHHHH. OW! THAT HURT! *pause* WHOO-HOO!



Yami Yugi and Kaiba: *start a whipped cream and Milky Way fight with each other*

Cloud: *eats his Willy Wonka candy in silence while occasionally slipping an M&M Cookie under the
closet for Riku so he’d keep quiet*

Hiei: *contentedly eats his sweet snow*

Kurama: *tries to get his own container of sweet snow*

Hiei: *foams at the mouth* GRRRRRRRRRR! STAY AWAY FROM MY SWEET SNOW!

Kurama: O.O O-okay Hiei. You have your sweet snow and I’ll just have these pixie stix. *eats pixie stix
while keeping a wary eye on Hiei*

Sephy: *holds a cookie in front of Sora (who’s still tied to the bed post)* Ohhh, do you want a cookie?
Does the little weakling, Sora want a cookie?

Sora: *nods*

Sephy: Well too bad! *eats the cookie* MUAWAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA!

Meanwhile…

Silver: Awww, the guys are having fun. Well, little do they know that I’ve got a little "surprise" for them!
COME CAPTAIN OF MY SQUIRRELL ARMY!

Mr. Bushywinkles: Squeak!

Silver: I command you to eat this *holds out a glowing green acorn* THE RADIOACTIVE ACRON OF
DOOM, DOOM, DOOM, DO- *Mr. BW slaps her* Thanks. NOW EAT!

Mr. BW: *eats the acorn* Sq-squ- *doubles over in pain and glows a light shade of green* SQUEAK!
*stands back up only now his body and eyes are glowing green*

Silver: Perfect! Now, you know what to do, right?

Mr. BW: SQUEAK!

Silver: I’ll take that as a "yes." Then go! Do what you must to complete the mission!

Mr. BW: SQUEAK! *squeezes under the door leading to the Guys*

Back to the Guys…

Sephy: *still torturing Sora and completely sugar-high*
MUWAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA-huh? *looks down to find Mr. BW*



Mr. BW: *puts on an incredibly-cute-face* Squeak?

Sephy: *Squeals like a school (O.O)* Awwwwww. How too cute! Hey everybody, look over here!
There’s like the most cutest little squirrel! (Remember he’s sugar-high so he’s not normally like this.)

Everybody: *comes to see the "cutest little squirrel." (They’re all sugar-high too!)* Awwwwwww. How
cute!

Marth: Awwwww. Its so cute!

Hiei: Yeah, it’s cute enough to eat, in fact, *grabs Mr. BW and eats him*

Everyone else: O.O No! Mr. Squirrel!

Kurama: *hits Hiei up-side the head* SPIT HIM OUT RIGHT NOW!

Hiei: *spits Mr. BW out* Bleah! *tries to wipe his tongue*

Yami Yugi: How did he taste?

Hiei: Taste…like…burning *passes out*

Sephy: WAIT JUST A GOSH DARN MINUTE! *grabs Mr. BW and eats him and then quickly spits him
back out* He like so doesn’t taste like any squirrel I’ve eaten before. He tastes radioactive which
means…HE MUST BE A PART OF THE RADIOACTIVE SQUIRREL FORCE OF THE AL QUEDA
SQUIRRLES! WE MUST DESTROY HIM BEFORE HE CALLS HIS AL QUEDA SQUIRREL
BROTHERS! HI-YAAAAAAA *chops Mr. BW in half with his sword*

Everyone: HUZZAH!!!

Mr. BW Pieces: *glow bright green and then form 2 squirrels*

Marth: HUZZA-A-AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH! HE’S BACK! AND HE’S BROUGHT A FRIEND WITH
HIM!

Mr. BWs: SQUEAK, SQUEAK!

Link: *slurring out his words like a drunk (result from drinking way too much Pepsi Blue)* I’ll get ‘em!
*clumsily walks over to the 2 Mr. BWs and then sloppily cuts them both into tiny pieces* HA. S-See?
Mission accomplished!

Kaiba: *also slurring out his words like a hopeless drunk (from the Pepsi Blue, no doubt)* I to *hic* break
it to ya *hic* Link, but *hic* look! *hic*

Mr. BW 1 and 2 Pieces: *glow bright green and form 20 squirrels*



Mr. BW Squirrels: SQUEAK!

Everyone: AHHHHHHHHHHHHHH! RADIOACTIVE SQUIRREL ZOMBIES!

Hiei: Stand back. I’ll get them with my best attack! *puts both hands out in front of him* OPEN
SESAME! (Oh lord, is beyond sugar-high or what?)

Mr. BW Squirrels: SQUEAK!

Hiei: Well I’ve done all I could.

Kurama: *still has some sanity* No you dolt *slaps him up-side his head* Use your Dragon of Darkness
Flame attack!

Hiei: Oh yeah! I almost forgot about that! *He does the usual awesome power-up* DRAGON OF
DARKNESS FLAME! *attacks the Mr. BW squirrels till there’s nothing but thousands among thousands
of tiny squirrel ashes*

Everyone: ALL RIGHT HIEI!

Yami Yugi: Wait everyone! Look!

Thousands of Squirrel Ashes: *glow green and form thousands of radioactive squirrel zombies!*

Marth: We’re…doomed!

Hiei: This is insane!

Link: They’re getting ready to attack, look!

Mr. BW Squirrels: *shout in high-pitched voices with they glow an even brighter green and their fur starts
to get all spiky ‘n stuff*

Kaiba: Wait I know what to do!

Everyone: Really? What?

Kaiba: Let’s give Riku to them and while they’re beating the stuffing out of him, we can smash through
the window and get the heck out of here!

Kurama: That’s a brilliant idea! Let’s go get him now!

Sephy: He’s like locked himself in the closet but don’t worry, he’ll come out. Cloud?

Cloud: I’m on it! *walks over to the closet and knocks on the door* Hey Riku, are you gonna come out
any time soon?



Riku: …………………………

Cloud: Riku? *knocks harder* Riiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiikuuuuuuuuuuuu?

Marth: Maybe he’s .

Hiei: We can only hope.

Kurama: *slaps Hiei up-side the head* HIEI!

Hiei: WILL YOU STOP DOING THAT?!

Cloud: That’s it! *grabs his sword and destroys the door* HA! I’ve got you now Chestnut…huh?

Riku: *sitting in the closet meditating* Oh, I’m sorry. You called?

Cloud: O.O Um, y-yeah.

Riku: I was just discovering the meaning of life and-

Sephy: LIKE HOLD ON JUST A MINUTE! What about the chestnuts? Aren’t you like, afraid of them
anymore?

Riku: In my state of highly irregular sugar intake boost I have learned that chestnuts are nothing to be
afraid of.

Hiei: Okay, what the heck does that mean?

Kurama: I think he’s saying that when he’s sugar high, he’s sane.

Everyone else: O.O

Riku: But enough about that. What did you need me for?

Cloud: Um, we were about to feed you to the radioactive squirrel zombies so we could escape since you
were insane and…um…yeah.

Riku: *chuckle* You needn’t worry about them. For you see, I have obtained the wisdom you need to
defeat the glowing Squirrely ones. In order to defeat them you must use the power of the hyper one.
Make him even more hyper and you shall gain victory. That is all I can tell you. *starts to float and glow
yellow* Farewell and good luck. *dissapers*

Everyone: O.O Okay…

Marth: So what does he mean by all that?

Sephy: Hmmmmmmm…*looks at Sora and squeals like a * I think I know!



Kurama: Really? Then tell us.

Sephy: The "hyper one" he was talking about was Sora and if we give him all the sugar we have, then
he’ll somehow defeat the radioactive squirrel zombies!

Kaiba: That must be it!

Yami Yugi: Quick! Feed him all the sugar you can! *looks and the glowing squirrels who are almost done
powering up* And hurry!

Everyone: *grabs the rest of the sugary goodies and shove them all into Sora’s mouth. When they were
done, Sora was shaking violently and smoking at the bottom of his feet*

Hiei: Okay, he’s sugar high. Now what?

Cloud: I think we have to untie him.

Sephy: All right. Like, here goes nothing. *Carefully unties Sora who immediately begins to turn red,
smoke at the ears and feet*

Hiei: OH MAN SEPHY! YOU ARMED HIM!

Marth: HE’S GONNA BLOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOW!!!

Sora: *shoots up into the air like a rocket and flies right at the radioactive squirrel zombies who are also
ready to attack*

RSZ: SQEAK!!! *fly towards Sora (can squirrels fly?)*

Sora: AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH *eats a squirrel zombie*

RSZ: SQEAK SQUEAKETY SQUEAKUM! *translation: GET HIM!!!*

RSZ: *lunge for Sora but only meet their doom as Sora gobbles up each and every one of the thousands
of radioactive squirrel zombies*

Sora: *floats back down to the ground after eating all of the squirrel zombies*
BUUUUUUUUURRRRRRRPPPPPP! I learned to from Peter Pan by thinking of happy thoughts! ^_^

Everyone: O.O

Sephy: And I did not see that coming, how?

Kurama: Well, I guess there’s only one thing to do now. Ready guys?

Everyone: HUZZAH!!!



Kaiba: Hey wait a minute! Those squirrels were radioactive, right?

Cloud: Yeah, so?

Kaiba: So, Sora can’t handle all that sugar and radiation. And that means…

Sora: BOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOM *explodes*

Everyone: O.O *bows down their heads*

Sephy: Well, he was annoying, that’s for sure.

Kurama: Can’t you think of something nice to say about him?!

Sephy: That was nice!

Kurama: Oh…

Marth: Does anyone want to play Pretty, Pretty Princess?

Everyone: I DO! ^_^

Meanwhile…

Silver: Well, it looks like I’ll have to find a new member for this show. But still what can I do to these
guys in the meantime?

CD: Oh, Oh! I know! *shows Silver a chestnut*

Silver: Ah, I see. Well, what are you waiting for? Go throw it in!

CD: Aye, aye! *throws chestnut into the heating vent which leads to the guys’ room*

Silver: Excellent. Now let’s listen. *she and Crazy Dragon put their ears up against the door*

Door: *Yami Yugi’s voice* So Riku, even though your not sugar high, do you think you can get over your
fear of chestnuts? *Link’s voice* Yeah it’s not like they’re going to sneak up behind you and hit you on
the head. *A small bonk can be heard and then complete silence for a while until Riku screams*
CHESNUT! OH MY GOD A CHESTNUT ATTACKED ME! AHHHHHHHHHHHHHH! *sounds of
someone running around, glass breaking, and sirens could be heard while the occasional shout from
Cloud erupted: SOMEONE HOLD HIM DOWN! HEY! WATCH OUT FOR SEPHIROTH’S *CRASH*
Prized nuclear collection…*BOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOM!!!

Silver: Whoa!

CD: Let’s do that again! ^_^



Silver: Okay!

And they keep throwing chestnuts into the vent and live happily ever after (except for the guys that is!)

The End (finally!)



3 - Evil Pshycotic New Members With Switchblades

Yep, They’re Still Trapped!

Silver: Hellooooooooo Peeps! ^_^ Well it’s that time again for another exciting, insane and
chestnut-filled episode of TRAPPED!!! Okay, here’s the low down on what’s been going on lately. It’s
been a week since the radioactive squirrel zombie incident and all the guys have been doing lately is
playing Pretty, Pretty Princess and watching Jerry Springer and quite frankly, they’re boring! Hmmmm, I
was going to say something else but my stupid short-term memory won’t let me remember what.
Crazy Dragon: Don’t forget, Sora blew up too!

Silver: Oh yeah, I almost forgot! That’s what I was gonna say! I have a new member to replace Sora
and to join our rather unfortunate group of cute guys. I’ll give ya 3 hints on who it is;

1. He’s evil
2. He’s evil
3. He’s INSANE (Ha! You thought I was going to say evil weren’t ya?)

Did ya guess? The answer is…MARIK!!! Yep, the insane, power hungry cutie is going to join us! Crazy
Dragon, bring him out!

CD: Aye, aye Captain! *flies off into another room and comes out with a stretcher with a very angry
Marik bound and gagged*

Marik: GRRRRRRR MMMMMMFPHHHHHH!!!

Silver: What was that Sweetie? I really couldn’t hear you. Do you think it has anything to do with that
sweat sock that once belonged to Link but I stole it while he was sleeping in your mouth?

CD: You stole a lot of cloths from him, like last night you stole his box-

Silver: QUIET YOU! Uh, heh, heh, pay no attention to him Sweetie! ^_^;

Marik: MMMMMMMMPHHHHHH GRRRRRPHHHHHHH!!!

Silver: Oops! I almost forgot *pulls Link’s sweat sock out of his mouth* Now, what are you trying to say,
Sweetie?

Marik: CALL ME "SWEETIE" ONE MORE TIME AND I SHALL SEND YOUR SICK, CRAZY MIND TO
THE SHADOW RELAM!!!

Silver: Awwwwwww! Ain’t he cute when he’s all mad ‘n stuff? Well, are you ready to go join the others
in THE ROOM? *dramatic music and thunder sounds*



Marik: NO! THERE’S NO WAY YOU CAN MAKE ME GO! I HAVE THE MILLENNIUM ROD AND I CAN
SIMPLY JUST MAKE YOU MY MIND SLAVE!

Silver: Oh, you mean this little thing right here? *pulls Millennium Rod from behind her back* You can
have it back. That is, if you can really make me your mind slave. If you can’t control me, then you have
to go into room and join the others. But if you do manage to make me a mindless slave puppet then you
can have it back. In fact, I’ll let ya go too! So, Sweetie, do we have a deal?

Marik: DEAL! You’ll won’t live to regret this Silver *mumbles* I’ll make sure of that!

Silver: Excellent! Crazy Dragon?

CD: I’m on it Miss Silver! *unties Marik from the stretcher and gives him back the Millennium Rod*

Marik: MUWAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA! Foolish . Now I shall make you my mind slave with the
all-powerful Millennium Rod! *Tries to use the Millennium Rod on Silver but it has absolutely no effect on
her whatsoever*

Silver: *Yawn* Are you done yet? I kind of have a strict time limit to abide by and…

Marik: WHAT?! HOW CAN THIS BE?! YOU SHOULD BE UNDER MY CONTROL NOW! WHY AREN’T
YOU UNDER MY CONTROL? WHY, WHY, WHY, WHY, WH-

Silver: *slaps Marik*

Marik: Thanks. Um, anyway, WHY ARE YOU NOT MY MIND SLAVE? HAVE YOU TAKEN AWAY MY
POWERS OR SOMETHING?

Silver: Oh no, it’s nothing like that! It’s just that when I was 7, I learned how to resist mind-controlling
effects of millennium items.

Marik: Where the heck did you learn that kind of ability? O.O

Silver: Squirrely Scouts! ^_^ Now, I believe you know what happens now, right?

Marik: Oh…right. OH- *falls through a trap door leading to the guys’ room*

Meanwhile in the Guys’ Room…

Sephy: HA! I win again!

Everyone else: *groans*

Link: Man, how the heck does he always win Pretty, Pretty Princess?

Marth: *whispers to Link* I bet he’s cheating somehow.



Sephy: I HEARD THAT! And I am not cheating! I’m just a natural born Pretty,
Pretty Princess!

Everyone: !!! O.o;

Sephy: You guys didn’t hear me say that.

Marik: AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH—OOOFFF *falls through the heating vent and lands on
Riku*

Riku: AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH! GIANT CHESTNUT! GET IT OFF ME, GET IT
OFF ME, GET…IT…OFF…MEEEEEEEEEEEEEE!!!

Marik: *punches out Riku* SHUT UP FOOL! *mumbles* Moronic twit…

Everyone: *claps*

Hiei: Finally, someone who can get that simpleton to shut up.

Kurama: I’m assuming you’re here because of that Silver , right?

Marik: Yes! That barbaric wench trapped me in here!

Marth: Join the club pal.

Marik: I DON’T NEED YOUR SMART COMMENTS FOOL!

Sephy: Okay, okay. Before you go and kill someone, why don’t you just tell us your name?

Marik: Hmph! Hear my name and remember it mortals for my name is…MARIK

Yami and Kaiba: *gasp* MARIK!

Link: You two know him?

Kaiba: Know him?! He’s our mortal enemy! Nuh, uh! There is no way I am going to be trapped in a room
with him!

Yami: Yes, Kaiba’s right. He’s an insane mad man who can destroy us all with the power of his
Millennium Rod!

Everyone but Sephy: GASP!

Sephy: I may not be an expert on Millennium Items, but wouldn’t that be it? *points out to the window*

Mr. Bushywinkles the 2nd: *holding the Millennium Rod* Squeak, sqeakety!



Marik: MY MILLENNIUM ROD! WHAT THE HECK’S A SQUIRREL DOING WITH MY MILLENNIUM
ROD?!

Marth: Apparently, he’s using it as a nut er. Ohhhh, that’s going to leave a dent in it.

Link: And now it’s using it to scratch it’s-

Marik: AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!! MY ROD! GRRRRRRRR THAT WENCH IS GOING TO
PAY WHEN I GET OUT OF HERE!

Yami and Kaiba: *laughing their off*

Cloud: Yep, it’s now stuck in a tree. And now a seagull has taken it and oh, there it goes right in the
dumpster. And look! Here, comes the garbage-

Marik: SHUT UP! I GET THE IDEA! MY MILLENNIUM ROD IS NOW DESTROYED! *chuckles* But that
doesn’t mean I still can’t get my revenge on you, Pharaoh! *pulls out a switch blade and laughs evilly*

Yami: Not so fast Marik *pulls out a switch blade too!*

Kaiba: You’re not the only one who prepared for this *he’s also pulls out a switch blade*

Marth: Where the heck did they get the switch blades?

Yami and Kaiba: YAAAAAAAAHHHHHH! *Run at Marik with the switch blades*

Marik: RRRRRRRAHHHHHHHHHHH! *Runs at Kaiba and Yami with the switch blade*

Sephy: HOLD IT! *casts a spell on all three of them so that they are frozen in their tracks*

Everyone ‘cept Yami, Marik and Kaiba: Awwww, why’d you do that?

Sephy: You’re not going to use to solve your problems because leads to fist fighting and fist fighting
leads to sword fighting and sword fighting leads to flame thrower fighting and flame throwing fighting
leads to forest fires and only YOU can prevent forest fires!

Marth: Just recently got on Smokey the Bear’s Black list, eh Sephiroth?

Sephy: Stupid bear can’t take a simple 4th of July prank! All I did was set a few trees on fire so that
when you look down on it from in the air it says HAPPY 4th OF JULY in big flaming letters! I’m telling
you fire is…*sees out of the corner of his eye, a shadowy bear-like figure hiding in the trees holding a
switch blade* BAD! Fire is very bad! And that’s why you can’t go getting into fights that might set this
room and us on fire.

Yami: Then how do you suppose we solve our problem then?

Sephy: Simple, my simple-minded friend. We’ll simply use an American custom that has been used and



worked for years and years.

Kaiba: And that is?

A few minutes later:

Marth: And now! Ladies and Gentlemen, please give a warm welcome to our host with the most,
Sephiroth Springer!

Everyone ‘cept Marth, Link, Sephy, Yami, Kaiba, and Marik(audience): SEPHY, SEPHY!

********************************************************************************

Silver: Well, I believe I'll end this chapter now. (Not that you guys must really care, right?) Oh and just to
warn ya, the whole Sephiroth Springer deal is gonna be kinda long and very random so if you don't like
long and random episodes than I suggest that you find another more less-random story, okay? Okay!
^_^ But for those of you who like randomness, then just keep on reading and find out who's gonna
possibly get killed, injured, or even explode next here on TRAPPED! C-ya later!



4 - Not Another Badly Written Jerry Springer Parody!

Marth: And now! Ladies and Gentlemen, please give a warm welcome to our host with the most,
Sephiroth Springer!

Everyone ‘cept Marth, Sephy, Yami, Kaiba, and Marik(audience): SEPHY, SEPHY!

Sephy: *walks on to the poorly made set which consists of a carelessly colored cardboard desk, a plastic
cup with flimsy purple, paper flowers. In fact the only things that weren’t scribbled with crayon were the
chairs in the middle of the set* Hello everyone! And welcome to the Sephiroth Springer Show. Tonight,
our subject is I’m-Stuck-In-A-Room-With-My-Mortal-Enemy-Who’s-Insane-And-My-Rival-Turned-Only-
Friend-In-The-World-Has-A-Strange-Fasination-With-Switch-Blades-And-Stealing-The-God-Cards-From-
My-Mortal-Enemy-Who’s-Insane. We have some very errrrrm, interesting guests who all have their own
disturbing little secrets to tell each other. So without further ado, let’s bring out our first guest. Everyone,
please give a warm welcome to Yami Yugi!

Yami: *walks on the set, slightly blushing, and sits in the chair next to Sephy’s desk*

Sephy: So Yami, I understand that you have a slight problem with two people who live with you in this
room.

Yami: Yes, I’m afraid I do. I mean, when I found out that I would be stuck in a room with Kaiba I wasn’t
too upset because Kaiba and I are rivals and nothing more. But when Marik arrived, I knew that it would
lead to trouble because Marik and I have had our fair share of errrrrm, problems I guess you could say.

Sephy: *excited* You and him were lovers and you cheated on him in the past, right?

Audience: *excited too* Sephy, Sephy!

Yami: O.o; W-WHAT?! No, of course not! Marik and I could never be lovers! (Audience: Awwwwwww
man!) I’m straight but I’m not so sure about Marik. Why the heck would you ask that?

Sephy: Oh no reason, I just assumed that all talk shows involved affairs, cheating on mates and other
junk like that.

Yami: Oh, right. Well anyway, Marik was trying to take over the world not too long ago and I stopped him
and well, let’s just say we don’t see eye-to-eye that well.

Sephy: Well Yami, we have a little surprise for you. We have Marik in one of our soundproof booths in
the closet and-

Marth: *runs over to Sephy and whispers* Um, the booths aren’t soundproof. They can hear everything
you say from there. In fact, we don’t even have booths, we just shoved Marik and Kaiba in the closet
until they were needed.



Sephy: Oh, now you tell me! *Sighs* Oh well, maybe this will prove to be quite interesting. Anyway, as I
was saying, we have Marik locked in the closet and your going to see him, talk to him, yell at him, and
maybe even possibly kill each other or ruin your relationship, or-

Yami: All right, first of all, I know that Marik is in the closet and second, WE…ARE…NOT…LOVERS!!! How
many times do I have to say that I am a straight, single male and loving it and Marik is about as straight
as a warped board and is-

Sephy: *pulls out his sword and points it at Yami* First of all, NEVER interrupt me and second, NEVER
correct me! Understand? *Sighs in frustration* I swear, I’m going to KILL the next fool who interru-

Marik: *bursts out of the closet (interrupting Sephy)* I HEARD THAT PHARAOH! HOW DARE YOU
(BEEP) ASSUME THAT I’M (BEEP) GAY! I’LL HAVE YOU KNOW THAT I’M STRAIGHT AS-eep! *

Sephy: *grabs Marik by the collar of is shirt* You do realize that if you were not a part of this show that
you would be right now?

Marik: *squeaky voice* Yes!

Sephy: Good. Now Marik tell us. Why are you so evil?

Yami: I’ll tell you why! He’s a (BEEP) (BEEP)

Audience: *gasp* Sephy, Sephy!

Marik: (BEEP) (BEEP) (BEEP)

Sephy: Hey, hey! Let’s save the fighting for later all right? Now, please answer the question Marik, why
are you so evil that you drive Yami Yugi up the wall?

Marik: Well, it’s quite simple actually. I just want to follow in the footsteps of my hero *puts on a bald
skin wig and puts his pinkie near his mouth* Dr. Evil!

Yami: You would you (BEEP)

Marik: SHUT UP YOU! YOU THINK YOU’RE SO TOUGH BECAUSE YOU’VE BEATEN ME AT
BATTLE CITY BUT AT LEAST I HAVE A SECRET HIDDEN BASE ON THE COAST OF IRELAND
NEAR THE ANCIENT CITY OF THE RABID LUCKY CHARMS LEPRECHUANS WHERE I AM
PLANNING YOUR DEMISE AT THIS VERY MOMENT! AND YOU CAN’T STOP ME BECAUSE IT’S A
SECRET BASE WHICH MEANS YOU’LL NEVER FIND IT! *psycho laughter*

Yami: Hmmmmm. Let’s see, you’re secret base wouldn’t happened to be located on the coast of
Ireland near the Ancient City of the Rabid Lucky Charms Leprechauns where you are planning my
demise at this very moment now would it?



Marik: (BEEP) HOW DID YOU FIND OUT?

Yami: Just guessed. ^_^

Marik: (BEEP)

Sephy: Yes they are insane aren’t they? Well, we’ll be back after these messages! So stay tuned!

Meanwhile…

Silver: *watching the whole thing on T.V* HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA! Oh man! This is some good
stuff! But it’s still missing something. But what, I wonder? Hmmmmm, *looks down at the bowl of Lucky
Charms that she’s conveniently eating at the moment* Oh, Oh, I know! CRAZY DRAGON!

CD: Yes Miss Silver?

Silver: Fetch me one of Marik’s rabid Lucky Charms leprechauns and have the kitsunes prepare the
cloning/transformgifier machine!

CD: Aye, aye Miss! *flies off*

Silver: *chuckles* Oh man, they thought it was crazy before. Well, they’ve never seen what happens
when I get involved! Oh wait a minute, they have! MUWAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA!

Back to the Show…

Audience: Sephy, Sephy!

Sephy: And welcome back. Before the break, we brought out Marik who is Yami’s mortal enemy and
Marik has just confessed that he wants to be like Dr. Evil and is currently the King of the Leprechauns!

Marik: I NEVER (BEEP) SAID ANYTHING ABOUT BEING THE (BEEP) KING OF THE (BEEP)
LEPRECHAUNS!

Sephy: *Ignores Marik* Anyway, why don’t we move things along and just bring out our next guest.
Everyone please welcome Seto Kaiba!

Kaiba: *walks out to the stage swearing and yelling at the audience until he finally sits down next to
Marik who is sitting next to Yami who is sitting next to Sephy’s desk*

Sephy: Now Kaiba. Do you have any secrets you would like to share with Yami, Marik, and the world
that could possibly ruin your life if told and then force you to change you name and move to Canada?

Kaiba: Yes Sephiroth, I do. I…am…*stands up and shouts* A WOMAN!!!

Audience: GASP!!!



Meanwhile…

Silver: I saw that one coming. It was so obvious!

********************************************************************************

Silver: Oh dear god what have I done? And believe it or not, it gets much worse. But I can't tell you now.
You'll just have to keep reading to find out. Man, I love a good cliffhanger.
MUWAHAHAHAHAHHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA!



5 - Attack of Rabid Clone!

Silver: Hiya Peeps! Here's the next chapter! Ummmm, that's all I can really think of to say right
now...ummmm...wait! I remember what I was supposed to say! In this chapter, whenever Marik says
EVIL, it's supposed to be in big bold letters but the font on this site doesn't do anything fancy like that so
just bear with it and just imagine it, okay? Okay! On with the show!

********************************************************************************

Back to the show…

Sephy: Really?

Seto: No…*whispers* I wish though…

Yami: 0.o Dude, we heard that you know.

Seto: Did you just call me "dude?"

Yami: Yes…

Marik: Ugh! WHAT A BUNCH OF MORONS.

Seto: *stands up* WHAT DID YOU JUST SAY, LEPRECHAUN BOY?

Marik: *stands up too* I SAID THAT YOU ARE THE MOST PATHETIC IDIOT I’VE EVER SEEN!

Cloud: *shouts from the audience* Oh yeah? Well, what about him? *Points to Riku who is currently
wearing a football helmet, knee-pads, elbow-pads, pillows tied around his stomach and back, and
holding a baseball bat so he’s well prepared for anymore possible chestnut attacks.*

Marik: Oh yeah. I forgot about him. Well, anyway…YOU ARE THE SECOND MOST PATHETIC IDIOT
THAT I’VE EVER SEEN! OH AND YOU'RE A (BEEP)

Audience: GASP!

Sephy: That was random. What was that for?

Marik: I don’t know. I haven’t said any swears in those last insults and it just doesn’t feel right without
them.

Sephy: Oh…



Seto: Makes sense. Uh anyway…GIMMIE THAT EGYPTION GOD CARD! *lunges for Marik*

Marik: BRING IT (BEEP) ON! (BEEP) *Marik and Kaiba get into a huge fist fight*

Audience: *now really excited* NOW THIS IS WHAT WE CAME FOR! SEPHY, SEPHY!

Yami: *turns to Sephy* Aren’t you going to try and stop them?

Sephy: No way! Can you imagine how high are ratings will go now?

Yami: Well, first of all, if Marik and Kaiba kill each other then there’s no one else to interview and
therefore no show. And second, the only people watching this are the other guys in the audience and
Silver. Speaking of which, she’s been surprisingly quiet for a while. I wonder if she’s up to something.

Meanwhile…

Silver: MWUAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA! Oh man, this plan is so
awesome! Hee, hee, hee! I’m such a genius. And when Crazy Dragon comes back with the rabid
leprechaun, the fun will begin!

CD: *flies in* I’m back Miss Silverwolf!

Silver: Oh CD! Perfect timing! Did you get what I need?

CD: You bet! *flies into the next room and returns with a small heavily-chained crate that’s shaking
violently and spewing yucky white foam from the *

Silver: YAY! Now that we have the rabid Lucky Charms Leprechaun, we can move onto Phase 2 of our
plan. Crazy Dragon!

CD: Yes Miss?

Silver: Fetch me a piece of Marik!

CD: Pardon?

Silver: You heard me! Get me a little bit of Marik. It doesn’t have to be much. Just a single hair will do.
*looks at the T.V which has now gotten to when Kaiba and Marik fight* It shouldn’t be too hard now. So
go and get a piece of Marik!

CD: Aye, Aye Miss! *flies into the heating vent leading to the Guys’ Room*
Back to the show…

Marik and Seto: *still beating the living crud out of each other*

Audience: SEPHY, SEPHY!



Sephy: ALL RIGHT! THAT’S ENOUGH! *casts a spell to stop them in their tracks* Now, I love brutal, y
fights as much as the next guy but we need to move on and talk a bit more. And then you can fight
again!

Marik and Seto: All right…*sit back down, throwing dirty looks and some choice words at each other*

Sephy: Now Kaiba, why do you want to obtain these Egyptian God Cards?

Seto: Because owning Egyptian God Cards means having a lot of power and respect and I love power
and respect. Besides, he isn’t using it anymore now that Yugi’s beaten him.

Sephy: That’s true. Marik, why don’t you just let Kaiba have your Egyptian God Card since your not
using it anymore?

Marik: I’ll tell you why. YOU’RE NOT EVIL ENOUGH TO HANDLE MY EGYPTIAN GOD CARD!

Seto: NOT EVIL ENOUGH?!

Marik: THAT’S RIGHT. YOUR QUATSISE EVIL! YOU’RE SEMI-EVIL! YOU’RE THE MARGIRINE OF
EVIL! YOU’RE THE DIET COKE OF EVIL! ONE CALORIE, NOT EVEN ENOUGH!

Seto: GRRRRRRR. I’LL SHOW YOU WHO’S EVIL!

MARIK: IT’S EVIL! SEE?! YOU CAN’T EVEN SAY IT EVIL RIGHT!

SETO: THAT’S IT! *lunges for Marik, again and they get into another y fight, again*

Sephy: Well, there they go again.

Yami: So how long do plan on letting them fight now?

Sephy: You know right now, I couldn’t care less about this show or them. So how does letting them fight
until they kill each other sound?

Yami: Hey, as long as they’re both out of my hair then, it’s fine for me.

Audience: SEPHY, SEPHY, CHESTNUTS! (Three guesses on who that was and the first two don’t
count!)

CD: *flies quietly out of the heating vent* Okay, now how can I get a piece of Marik? His hair’s covered
with that bald-skin wig so that won’t work. I guess I’ll just have to wait till Kaiba resorts to biting Marik
and making him bleed.

Seto: *punching Marik in the face* IS…THIS…EVIL…ENOUGH…FOR YOU?

Marik: IT’S…EVIL!



Seto: *punches Marik in the mouth and causes a y tooth to fly from his mouth and land near the
audience*

CD: Or that will work! ^_^ *flies down unnoticed to the y tooth and puts it into a little plastic baggy and
then flies back to the heating vent*

Riku: *sees Crazy Dragon flying back into the heating vent*
AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!! EVIL FLYING BLACK CHESTNUTS!
MUST…DESTROY…CHESTNUTS!!! *starts swinging the bat around aimlessly like a mad man*

Cloud: Hey, shut up! I can’t hear their shouts of y pain! OW! *Riku ally hits Cloud up-side the head with
the bat* OH THAT’S IT! YOU ARE SO !*starts to beat the y heck out of Riku*

Yami: Hey, hey, hey! Let’s try to have only one fight on this show!

Sephy: Ah, let them fight. Who knows? Maybe Cloud will finally rid us of that chestnut-phobic psycho.

Yami: True, but we can only hope.

Seto and Marik: *start to get into a regular gang like fist fight*

Seto: TRY BLOCKING THIS YOU DR. EVIL WANNABE!!! *lifts Marik high into the air and throws him
into the wall the heating vent Crazy Dragon in on*

CD: *drops the baggy which somehow opens and lets the y tooth roll back near the audience* Oh that’s
just great! *flies back down to the audience where Cloud is still beating the snot out of Riku*

Cloud: *now repeatedly pounding Riku’s head in with the bat* SO ARE THE CHESTNUTS STILL
ATTACKING RIKU?! ARE THEY?! WELL LEMME TELL YOU! YOU’RE ABOUT TO HAVE TO WORRY
ABOUT A LOT…MORE…THAN…CHESTNUTS! *hits Riku in the mouth which causes a y tooth to fly and
land conveniently next to Mariks y tooth*

CD: Oh man! Which tooth is which? *thinks hard* Oh what am I worrying about. This is Miss Silver. She
won’t care who’s DNA she’s got so long as it’ll cause major destruction and chaos for these guys!
*takes a tooth and flies off into the vent*

Meanwhile…

Silver: *pacing around the room* Man! What’s taking CD so long? I mean, how hard is it to get some
DNA of an Egyptian psycho?

CD: *flies in* I’m back Miss Silver and I’ve brought some DNA but I should warn you-

Silver: Not now CD! Quick! To the cloning/transmorgifier machine! *marches into the
cloning/transmorgifier machine room*



CD: But Miss Silver-

Silver: Save it CD! We have a lot of work to do. Now, put the piece of Marik into that little slot that says
"Please Insert Piece of People."

CD: But…*sighs in frustration* Yes Miss Silver. *puts the y tooth into the little slot*

Silver: Excellent. I had the Kitsunes put the rabid Lucky Charms leprechaun in the machine’s chamber
so all I have to do is select "Single Clone" or "Massive Clone Army." Hmmmmm, I think one will be
enough so I’ll just press this button! *pushes the "Single Clone" button

C/T Machine: *sirens go off as it shakes more and more violently until a little bell goes DING! Then, the
doors slowly open with a ton of smoke pouring out*

Silver and CD: Ohhhhhhhh…GASP!

C/T Machine: *doors fully open and the smoke clears to reveal a rabid chibi…Riku?*

Silver: RIKU?! Why the heck is a little Riku standing there and not a little Marik? Crazy Dragon…*throws
a really peeved look at CD*

CD: Well, *tells the story of him dropping Marik’s tooth and Cloud and Riku fighting too and Riku’s tooth
landing next to Marik’s tooth* But I figured that a little Riku will probably cause just as much or maybe
even more chaos than a little Marik!

Silver: True, true. All right, you’re off the hook CD. Who knows, maybe he will be more useful than a
chibi Marik. Now let’s see if we can train him. *shouts to the mini-Riku* MINI-RIKU, COME HERE!

M. Riku: *runs up to Silver* CHESTNUTS!

Silver: Whoa, he’s a loud one isn’t he? Let’s see if we can teach him how to attack! *brings out a
picture of Seto, Yami, and Marik* See these Mini-Riku? Those are chestnuts and we know what we do
to chestnuts right? We attack them, right Mini-Riku?

M. Riku: CHESTNUTS!!! *tears up the picture into little itty-bitty pieces and then eats them*
GRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR…CHESTNUTS!!! *starts foaming at the mouth*

Silver: Wow! He learns fast! He’ll be perfect for causing mass destruction in the Guys’ Room! Now for
one last test. *pulls out a life-size statue of Cloud* What do we do to this Mini-Riku?

M. Riku: *pulls out a bat out of no where and starts slamming the bat onto the Cloud statue’s nuts until
there’s nothing there but a huge hole* CHESTNUTS! CHESTNUTS! CHESTNUTS!

CD: Is that all he can say?

Silver: Must be a defect. No matter! Let’s set him lose into the Guys’ Room and see what happens!



CD: Yay Chaos! *scoops up Mini-Riku into a very large butterfly net and throws him into the heating
vent*

Back to the show…

Marik and Seto: *still beating punching each other’s brains out*

Yami: How long have they been fighting?

Sephy: *Yawns* I dunno. About an hour maybe? Want me to stop them?

Yami: Nah, I was just curious.

Cloud: *still beating Riku with the bat* YOU…STUPID…CHESTNUT…PSYCHO!

Hiei: *punches Kurama*

Kurama: OW! WHAT DID YOU DO THAT FOR?

Hiei: I dunno. I was kind of feeling left out.

M. Riku: *falls through the heating vent and crashes into Hiei*

Hiei: WHAT THE HECK?! GET OFF ME YOU CHESTNUT-PHOBIC MORON! *shoves Mini-Riku off of
him* Hey, since when was he so short?

M. Riku: CHESNUTS! *kicks Hiei in the nuts*

Hiei: Eep! *falls over clutching his nuts in pain*

Kurama: Hiei! Are you okay?

Hiei: Oh gee Kurama, I don’t know, I just got kicked in the nuts by a chibi version of that
chestnut-phobic idiot. DO I LOOK OKAY TO YOU?!

Kurama: No, not really. ^_^;

Hiei: GRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR…*gets ready to punch Kurama*

M. Riku: CHESTNUTS! *bites Hiei in the nuts*

Hiei: AGHHHHHHH!!! WHAT THE HECK?! GET IT OFF ME! GET IT OFF ME! KURAMA WHAT ARE
DOING JUST STANDING AROUND?! I HAVE A FRIGGIN’ MIDGET RIKU BITING OFF MY NUTS! I
COULD USE SOME HELP HERE! *tries to pull off Mini Riku but winces in pain due to Mini Riku’s
strong bite* OW! DANG IT KURAMA! HELP ME OUT HERE!

Kurama: O.o: Uh, w-well I would help but, um…well you see, um…*talks really fast* I have to go help out



Sephiroth and Yami with the show so sorry Hiei! I must go now! *runs like heck*

Sephy: *Yawn* I’m bored now. *looks towards Yami* Can I destroy them now?

Yami: *sleeping*

Sephy: *takes out his sword and smirks* I think I’ll take that as a "yes." *Raises his sword high in the air,
ready to finish off Seto and Marik*

Kurama: SEPHIROTH!

Sephy: *groans and puts down his sword* What is it? Can’t you see I was just about to have some fun.

Kurama: Well, I’m very sorry but we kind of have a problem with a Mini-Riku and Hiei’s nuts and well…

Sephy: Whoa, whoa, whoa! Look, I know you two feel a bit left out from not being on the show but
please keep you and Hiei’s disturbing es to yourselves until the next show!

Kurama: No, no, it’s not at all like that!

Sephy: Then what are you trying to say?

Kurama: Somehow a Mini-Riku arrived and immediately attacked Hiei by kicking him in the nuts and
then biting him…

Sephy:…In the nuts? -_-;

Kurama: -_-; Yep…

Sephy: *looks back to the stage where Seto and Marik are still beating each other, Yami and Marth are
sleeping, and Link, the camera-man (bet you were wondering what happened to him) is reading a Teen
People magazine* I guess I could leave the set for a minute. Let’s go!

Kurama: Right! *goes with Sephiroth to help Hiei and his little *snicker* problem*

Hiei: *still struggling to pull Mini-Riku off his nuts* GET…OFF…YOU…LITTLE…OW! HEY, DON’T BITE
HARDER, YOU-OWWWWWWWWW! DANG, HOW THE *@&#@&#*$ IS THIS RUNT BITING SO
@*^*$#&@*&#*@&# HARD?! OW!

Sephy and Kurama: *watching Hiei and his *snicker* dilemma* O.o

Sephy: Wow, I can’t believe I’m about to say this, but, I actually feel sorry for him. I mean, that’s
probably going to mess him up for life not mention, this ruins his chances of a nice exciting love life.

Hiei: ARE YOU TWO…OW… GOING TO JUST…OW… STAND THERE OR…OW…WHAT?!

Sephy: Keep your bandanna on! *cast a spell that removes Mini-Riku from Hiei’s, well, um…you get the



idea now, right?*

M. Riku: CHESTNUTS!

Sephy: Well, it’s definitely a clone of Riku all right.

Kurama: But where did it come from?

Hiei and Sephy: Silver, who else?

Hiei: But why would Silver send a Mini-Riku in here?

Kurama: Hiei I’m surprised! You should know by now that Silver’s whole purpose in this world is to
make our lives a living heck! So obviously, this thing must be a threat in some way.

Sephy: But what kind of threat?

M. Riku: CHEEEEEEEEESSSSSSSTNUUUUUUUUUUUUUUTSSSSSSS* Starts to foam at the mouth
and stare at them with a very crazy and rather hungry look in its eyes*

Hiei, Kurama, and Sephy: O.O *twitch*
AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!! *all three of
them run into the closet to hide*

M. Riku: MUWAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA! CHESTNUTS! *Looks around the room for
his next victims*

Cloud: *Still beating Riku relentlessly with a bat* DIE YOU SICK, PSHYCO-PATH CHESTNUT…FREAK!

M. Riku: *Sees Cloud and the bat and immediately remembers his "training"*
CHEEEEEEEESSSSSSSTNUUUUUUTSSSSSS…*walks towards Cloud, slightly foaming at the mouth*

Cloud: *Still beating poor Riku to with a bat* AND…THIS…IS…FOR…BEING…SUCH…A…*sees Mini-Riku*
What the heck is this? *bends down to get a closer look at Mini-Riku* You look just like that chestnut
freak, I just beat to with a bat. Wow, your small. Are you his clone or something or…

M. Riku: *not listening to Cloud, instead, he’s staring at the bat in Clouds hands and looking down at
Cloud's...ermmm...package. Then, his eyes glow green again!*
CHEEEEEEESSSSSSSTNUUUUUUUTSSSSSSS…

Cloud: Huh? What’s wrong with you? Hn, you’re no different then your bigger self. Your just lucky that I
don’t believe in beating anything smaller than 3 feet. Otherwise…hey, are you all right?

M. Riku: CHESTNUTS! *yanks the bat out of Cloud’s hands and whacks Cloud in the nuts with as much
force as possible* CHESTNUTS, CHESTNUTS, CHESTNUTS! *Keeps smashing Cloud’s nuts with the
bat until he assumes that Cloud has nothing there now but a big hole and goes off to find Marik, Yami,
and Seto* CHESSSSSSTNUUUUUUUUUTSSSSSSS…



To Be Continued…?



6 - The Rabid Clones are Coming!

Silver: Hey everyone! I'm finally back and with a new chapter in this story of and insanity. First of all, I
would like to apologize for the seemingly -ness of this story and I should get back on track (Hey that
rhymes!) around next week. It really depends on how much homework and projects I get at school (I
booked solid this week!) But enough about that. You all want to know whats going to happen to the
guys, right? Of course you do! Well, as you know, I cloned a rabid midget clone of Riku and sent him



down to eat Kaiba, Yami and Marik and to destroy Cloud's man-hood! What will happen to the guys?
Well your going to have to read to find out! MUWAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHHAHA! Man, I love this job!
*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~

Meanwhile

Silver: MUWAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA! Oh man! This clone is just about the best thing to ever happen
since I sic those rabid squirrels on them! GO MY MINI-BEAST! GO! DESTROY EVERY BIT OF SANITY
THOSE POOR SAPS STILL HAVE! "Mini-Beast?" I LIKE IT! From now on, I shall call him *puts pinkie
up to her mouth* Mini Beast. MUWAHAHAHAHAHA-* cough, cough* Man, all this evil laughing is
making me thirsty. CRAZY DRAGON!

C.D: Yes Miss Silver?

Silver: Bring me some soda. NOW! AND MAKE IT A PEPSI BLUE!

C.D: Gotcha Miss Silver! *Flies off for a minute to get the soda*

Silver: SOMETIME TODAY WOULD BE NICE C.D!

C.D: *Flies in with a SUPER-JUMBO SIZED Pepsi Blue. Unfortunately, C.Dâ€™s a little dragon so his
poor mini-wings are having trouble holding him and the Pepsi Blue up* Grâ€¦C-canâ€™t hold on
m-muchâ€¦longerâ€¦Opps! *C.D drops the Pepsi Blue on the Cloning/Transmorgifier machine that was
so conveniently below him*

Silver: C.D! DO YOU REALISE WHAT YOUâ€™VE DONE?!

C.D: *watches as the machine starts to fizzle and smoke again, this time though, itâ€™s a lot worse* Uh,
to be honestâ€¦no.

Silver: *Puts on a helmet and tosses one to C.D* Here.

C.D: Whatâ€™s this for?

Silver: Trust me, *kicks down the sofa and ducks behind it* Youâ€™ll see.

C.D: Eep! *puts on the helmet and hides behind the sofa with Silver*

Cloning/Transmorgifier Machine: *explodes while thousands among thousands of rabid mini-Rikus pour
down from the explosion*

M-Rikus: CHESTNUTS, CHESTNUTS, CHEEESSSSTTTTNUUUUUUTSSSSSSS!!!

Silver: Oh dear Lord, whatâ€¦haveâ€¦weâ€¦done!

M-Riku: *climbs on the sofa and spots Silver and C.D* EEEEEEEEEEEEE!!! CHESTNUTS,



CHESTNUTS, CHEST- *Silver whacks its head off with a bat*

Silver: Wow, these guys arenâ€™t built very well, are they?

M-Rikus: *see Silver and C.D* CHESTNUTS, CHESTNUTS, CHESTNUTS! *start stampeding towards
them*

Silver and C.D: AHHHHHHHHHHHHHH! *Run like heck*

Silver: What are we gonna do, C.D?

C.D: *Frantically looks around for a solution* Hey, Iâ€™ve got an idea! Follow me! *Flies towards the
heat vent leading the Guyâ€™s Room*

Silver: I think I get it now! Great idea C.D! Here, Iâ€™ll take over now! *Opens up the heating vent and
each one of the thousand among thousands of clones are sent down to the Guyâ€™s Room*

Silver: Whew! That was a close one. Good thing you thought of that idea of sending them all down to
face the guys. Theyâ€™re strong. I bet you knew that with their combined strength, they would be able to
defeat the clones, right?

C.D: Uh actually, Miss Silverâ€¦that wasnâ€™t my idea.

Silver: Thenâ€¦whatâ€¦wasâ€¦your ideaâ€¦C.D?

C.D: My idea was to use the Special-Rabid-Mini-Clone-Destroying-Machine we got last Christmas.
*Point to the Special-Rabid-Mini-Clone-Destroying-Machine thatâ€™s right next to the heating vent*

Silver: *repeatedly hits her head against the wall*

Back in The Guyâ€™s Room

M-Beast (the original Mini-Riku): *stalking towards Kaiba and Marik (who, yes, are still beating the crud
out of each other)* CHESSSSSSSSTNUUUUUUUTSSSSSSâ€¦

Kaiba: *lifts Marik above his head* I WILL BE VICTORIOUS! YAHHHHH! *Tosses Marik who crashes
into Mini-Beast)

Marik: *tries to get up* WHEN I GET BACK UP YOUâ€¦AREâ€¦SOâ€¦OWWWWWWWWW!!! *jumps up
to see a little Mini Beast biting his arse*

Kaiba: *walks to Marik, laughing uncontrollably* HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA! THIS IS
PRICELESS! *Points to Mini Beast* YOUâ€™VE GOT CREEPY LITTLE RIKU-CLONE THING BITING
YOUR AS-OWWWWWWWWWW! *Mini Beast bites Kaibaâ€™s finger*

Marik: *laughs while rubbing his butt* MUWHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA! NOW WHOâ€™S GOT A
CREEPY CLONE-THING BITING THEM!? HUH KAIBA?! NOW ITâ€™S TIME FOR ME



TO-OWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWW! *Looks behind him to see another rabid Riku clone biting his
arse*

Kaiba: Shoot! Where are these things comâ€¦ing *stops mid-sentence when he sees whatâ€™s around
them. They are surrounded by thousands among thousands of rabid, foaming Mini-Rikus, each with a
very hungry look in their eyes*

M-Rikus: CHESSSSSSSSTNUUUUUUUUUTSSSSSSSSSâ€¦

Kaiba and Marik: AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!! *Marik tries to run away*
Kaiba: WAIT, YOU FOOL!

Marik: *Runs faster and faster until two of the clones grab onto Marikâ€™s arm and hold him still while
another clone repeatedly kicks him in the nuts over and over again*

Kaiba: *Looks away* The poor, poor S.O.B. *thinks for a minute* Then again, its not like it should really
hurt him. This is Marik after all.

Marik: Iâ€¦OWâ€¦HEARDâ€¦OWâ€¦THAT! *Starts sobbing uncontrollably* I-it does hurt.. a
lot!â€¦Owwwâ€¦*passes out from the pain*

Kaiba: *thinks for a second and gets a brilliant idea* I have a brilliant idea! *Grabs the bed and flips it on
its side and ducks behind it* Now if only I had a weapon of some sortâ€¦*looks around for anything
destructive and sees that Sephyâ€™s prized Bob-Bomb collection is sitting so conveniently right next to
him* Where am I going to find any weapons?

Yami: *whacks Kaiba upside the head* You dolt! Why not try the frigginâ€™ that are right next to you?

Kaiba: *rubs the back of his head* I thought you were sleeping.

Yami: And I thought you were the smart one. *Kaiba gets ready to punch him but Yami grabs his arm*
Actually, I woke up when I heard Marikâ€™s shrieks of pain and then I saw you making this make-shift
fort so I decided to help out. *Picks up a * So, shall we?

Kaiba: *Picks up a and smirks* Yes, lets. *Throws the * EAT THIS YOU DERANGED
RIKU-WANNABES! *Kaibaâ€™s explodes taking a bunch of Mini Rikus with it*
MUWAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA!

Yami: TAKE THIS YOU *says something so bad that it canâ€™t be said here without me getting banned*
MUWAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA-

Kaiba: *Slaps Yami*

Yami: Thanks.

Kaiba: No prob.



*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~

Silver: *Opens up a can of Pepsi Blue Well, I'm sorry, but I have to end the chapter now. *Hides behind a
steel wall for protection* I know, I know! This chapter's painfully short! But don't worry! Like I said, I'm
going to up-date a bit faster when I don't have so much work. Besides, I gotta book report to type that's
due on Monday and I havn't even started it yet so as you can see, I really gotta start on my report or I'm
in deep trouble! But anyways, hope you enjoyed this rather short chapter and I hope that you stay tuned
for the "true" conclusion to the Clone Wars!
C-Ya! *Gulps down the Pepsi Blue*





7 - An Uncanny Alliance

Silver: Hey peeps! I'm back and have another chapter ready and rarin' to go! I want to apologize again
for the crudiness of my last chapter. It was pretty short but don't worry! I promise to be a little bit more on
top of things here (For once, I don't owe an endless amount of school work.) But NEwayz, for those of
you who have a short-term memory span like me, let me remind you of what's been happening; Me and
CD were having a great time laughing at the guys and their problems with Mini Riku but CD spilt some
soda on the Cloning/Transmorgrifier machine and it explodes causing a mass army of rabid, violent Riku
clone to chase us. CD send them down into the Guy's Room and Kaiba and Marik were the first to face
their wrath. Kaiba made it out okay but Marik was not so lucky (but he's not ! Everyone: Ohhhhhhhh
man!) Now, Yami and Kaiba are using Sephy's prized Bob-Bomb collection to destroy the clones while
Kurama, Hiei, and Sephy hide in a near-by closet. Well, that was basically the whole last chapter in a nut
shell so now...on with the show! (I've always wanted to say that! ^_^)

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~

Meanwhile…

Kurama: What do you think is going on out there?

Hiei: Something dangerous, no doubt.

Kurama: Do you suppose that crazy rabid clone is still out there? I mean, Kaiba, Yami, Link, and Marth
are pretty strong, right? They can probably handle one little clone by themselves right?

Sephy: What do you think?

Kurama: Yeah, your right, they’re doomed.

Sephy: How come you didn’t mention that really annoying screechy guy?

Hiei: You mean Mark or Mac…or Mickey…or whatever his name was?

Kurama: You mean Marik?

Sephy: Yeah! That’s the one! How come you didn’t mention him?

Kurama: Well, I figure that if Kaiba doesn’t kill him first, then Kaiba would probably feed him to the clone
and run.

Sephy: True, Marik doesn’t have a prayer.

Bob-Bomb: *lands close to the closet door* BOOOOOOOOOOOM!!!



Kaiba *from far away* : YEAH! PREPARE TO MEET YOUR FIERY DOOM CLONES!

Yami *far away too* : DIE RIKU-WANNABEES!!!

Hiei: What the heck’s going on out there?

Sephy: Kurama, your good at spying, go see what’s going on.

Kurama: But I-* gets pushed out of the closet by Hiei and Sephy*

Sephy: Good luck!

Hiei: We’ll be with you in spirit! ^_^;

Kurama: *mumbles* Yeah right, "be with you in spirit" my arse.

M. Riku: Eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee! *flies through the air and crashes into Kurama*

Kurama: WHAT THE?! *sees an incoming Bob-Bomb flying towards him* Eep! *panics* What am I
gonna do? Oh my God! I’m gonna die! I’m gonna die! I’m gonna-

Kaiba and Yami: *run out of their fort and pull Kurama in right before the lands, destroying a hundred
more rabid clones in the process*

Kurama:…die? *Looks up to see Kaiba and Yami* Ummm, thanks! ^_^

Yami and Kaiba: No prob.

Kurama: So, what’s with all the Riku clones?

Yami: We don’t know.

Kaiba: At first there was just one little clone and it bit Marik’s butt so I’m laughing at Marik and then it
bites me and then Mariks laughing at me, who then gets bit by another clone and *starts trembling and
talking fast* then we see a thousand of them and then Marik tries to run away and I’m all like, "MARIK
NO! DON’T!" B-But it was too late…*deep breath* T-They caught h-him and then…and t-then…*sobs
uncontrollably on Yami’s shoulder*

Yami: O.O Uh…there, there. Most of them are anyway. I-It’ll be okay? *Begins to feel very uncomfortable
in this situation*

Kurama: Is he going to be okay?

Yami: *shrugs lightly, knowing Kaiba is still sobbing loudly*

Kurama:* crawls to the Bob-Bomb crate* Well, while you calm him down, I’ll just take one of these and
show those rabid clones…a…thing…or…two? *Starts shaking*



Yami and Kaiba (who stops sobbing): What’s wrong?

Kurama: WE’RE OUT OF BOB-BOMBS!

Kaiba: WHAT!?

Yami: Well, that’s it. We’re doomed.

Meanwhile…

Sephy: Man! What’s taking Kurama so long? Did he get lost or something? *mumbles* Stupid fox-thief…

Hiei: *puts his katana to Sephy’s throat* First of all, NEVER insult Kurama. And second, have some
patience. He’ll come when he feels he has enough information about the situation. He’s kind of a
perfectionist in that sense.

Sephy: *Is a little shocked to see a guy half his size threaten him* R-Right. So what do we do in the
mean time?

Hiei: *shrugs as he leans against the wall* WOAH! *Wall opens up from behind Hiei and Hiei falls in*

Sephy: HIE-AHHHHH! *Trap door opens from under him*

Hiei and Sephy: AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH-Oof! *Both land in former Cloning/Transmorgrifying
Machine Room which is now a complete and total wreak*

Hiei: How did we end up here?

Sephy: Through the trap doors?

Hiei: No, I mean how is it possible for us to fall down through a trap hole in a house and then end up in
the room above us?

Sephy: *shrugs as he gets up* What happened here?

Silver: The rabid clones happened that what!

Hiei and Sephy: *jump in shock and slowly turn to see Silver and C.D, still wearing the helmets and
arming baseball bats*

Hiei: It’s you! The one who got us into this in the first place! *Pulls out his katana*

Sephy: *Pulls out his sword too* Give us one good reason why we shouldn’t rip and tear you to bits and
then leave this place with not a care in the world.

Silver: If you do kill me, then you ruin the one chance you have at saving your friends in the room.



Sephy: So? It’s not like I have any friends there.

Hiei: *thinks for a sec* Kurama…

Silver: But Hiei does. Isn’t that right Hiei?

Hiei: Grrr, yes. Kurama is my friend and I can’t just abandon him.

Sephy: Yeah, but you see, I don’t care about you or Kurama or anybody else in there so…*point his
sword to Silver’s throat* I think I’ll kill you now.

Silver: I HAVE A COOKIE!

Sephy: *Thinks hard for a sec* What kind of cookie?

Silver: Chocolate chip peanut butter sandwich cookies!

Sephy: *Thinks hard again* Okay! It’s a deal! ^_^

Silver: So, are you in Hiei?

Hiei: Do I get a cookie?

Silver: Of course silly! *Hugs Hiei*

Hiei: -_-; Please, for the love of God, don’t touch me!

Silver: Okay! *let’s go of Hiei*

Sephy: So what’s the plan?

Silver: We’re going to make…*dramatic music* Fusion Clones! *thunder sounds*

Hiei and Sephy: *A little creeped out* Fusion Clones?

Silver: Yep! I’m going put a piece of each of you into the new cloning machine. That way, we’ll have an
entire army of super clones who will battle the Riku clones. Simple, no?

Sephy: I guess but there are still two things bothering me.

Silver: What?

Sephy: First of all, why are you doing this? Helping us out and all?

Silver: Well, I’ve realized that this was a real bad idea. Those clones are way too dangerous. I don’t
want them to kill you. I just want them to you guys to the point where you lose all sanity. What can I say?



I’ve gotten attached to you guys.

Hiei: -_- Gee, how thoughtful…

Sephy: Okay, and second; How do we know that these new clones won’t be even more dangerous than
the Riku clones?

Silver: Well, me and C.D have done some research and it turns out that these clones only act on the will
of the person from which they were created.

Hiei: Meaning…?

Silver: The clones are just doing what Riku secretly wants to do.

Sephy: So Riku really wants us ?

Silver: Yep.

Hiei: Wow…and all this time, I thought he was just a harmless psycho but I guess he really was even
more messed up than I thought he was.

Sephy: So, these clones will obey us or something?

Silver: If my theory is correct then, yes.

Hiei: "If?" What’s with the "if?"

Silver: Well, its either the clones with obey your every command or…they’ll kill us without a moments
hesitation.

Sephy: That’s nice to know…-_-;

Silver: So, shall we go to the Cloning Machine?

Hiei and Sephy: *nod and follow Silver to the new "Cloning Machine"*

Hiei: A cardboard box?! This is your idea of a cloning machine? *Looks down at the cardboard box
that’s sloppily connected with a bunch of wires and says "Cloning Machine" in red crayon*

Silver: Hey! I think its pretty good for something built in fifteen minutes! Now get in! *shoves Hiei into the
cramped box* Now put this on. *Hands Hiei a fruit bowl which is also sloppily connected with wires*

Hiei: *Warily puts on the helmet* Are you sure this is safe?

Silver: Of course! Now, don’t move. *Presses a red button on a remote*

Yami Bakura: *Jumps through the window dressed only in his cute ‘lil black boxers and red cape * DID



SOMEONE CALL…*does a dramatic pose* THE HAMSTER EXTERMINATOR?

Silver, Hiei, and Sephy: O.O Uhhhhhh…no…

Yami Bakura: Oh…okay then! *jumps out the window which is two stories up*
AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH-Oof! *very weakly* I’m okay!

Hiei and Sephy: *give Silver a weird look* O.o

Silver: What?! I have a hamster infestation here and Yami Bakura likes to kill hamsters so its a good
thing we got going!

Hiei and Sephy: *still giving Silver a weird look* O.o Riiiiiiiiiiiiight…

Silver: All right! Let’s get back on track! *Grabs another remote* I’m pretty sure this is the right one.

Hiei: "Pretty sure?"

Silver: Please don’t question me.

Hiei: Hn.

Silver: Ready? Three…two…one! *Presses the blue button on the remote control*

Hiei: *Gets shocked by a thousand and one volts of electricity due to the crummy wiring job*
AHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!! S-S-STOOOOOP T-T-T-THIS T-THI-I-I-ING!

Silver: *Checking another box next to Hiei* Just…one…more minute and then…*box next to Hiei goes
DING* There! *Turns off the machine*

Hiei: O.O *really ticked off* I THOUGHT YOU SAID THAT WOULDN’T HURT!

Silver: Oh I know. I didn’t feel a thing!

Sephy: *Whacks Silver up-side the head* That joke was just cheap and not even remotely funny.

Silver: Not even when Hiei got shocked?

Sephy: *snickers* Well, that was pretty funny.

Hiei: *Gets up to hit Silver and Sephy but gets shocked again* OW! *Lifts his arm and gets shocked*
OW! *Taps his foot and gets shocked* OW! *blinks and gets shocked* OW! I COULD USE SOME HELP
HERE!

Silver and Sephy: *pull Hiei out of the cardboard box*

Hiei: *opens his mouth to yell at them but gets shocked again* OW!



Sephy and Silver: Your welcome! ^_^

Hiei: *tries to roll his eyes but gets shocked* OW! GRRRRRRRRRRRR…

Silver: All right Sephy, it’s your turn!

Sephy: I’m not going in there.

Silver: What?

Sephy: You heard me, I’m not getting near that trap. Just look at what it did to Hiei! *points to a
twitching Hiei who at that moment sneezes and gets shocked again and then begins sobbing silently*

Silver: Oh, he’ll be fine. Y’know Hiei, *whispers* he can be a little dramatic sometimes.

Sephy: Nonetheless, I’m not getting in there. You can’t make me!

Silver: Oh, fine. I guess I’ll just have to-HEY! IT’S THE ICE CREAM MAN!

Sephy: *Turns around, excited* ICE CREAM MAN? WHERE?! *looks around*

Silver: *shoves Sephy into the cloning machine and slams the fruit bowl helmet on his head* NOW CD!

CD: *Presses the blue button and Sephy gets a taste of a thousand and one volts of electricity up where
the sun don’t shine*

Sephy: S-S-S-SIVLER!!! I-I-I-I’M G-GOING T-T-T-T-T-TOOOOO - - IIIIIIIIIILL Y-Y-YOOOOOOU!!!

Silver: Yeah, yeah, yeah. *Waits for the second cardboard box to go DING*

Second Cardboard Box: DING!

Silver: Okay! You’re done! *Turns off the machine*

Sephy: *now really, REALLY ticked off* S-Silver…*gets up without getting so much as a static shock*
Y-Y-You…*grabs his sword and points it at Silver’s throat*…Will die.

Silver: Eep! *braces herself for the worst*

CD: *Whacks Sephy over the head with a baseball bat*

Sephy: *passes out*

Silver: Whew! That was TOO close. Thanks CD!

CD: No prob. ^_^



Hiei: *opens his mouth to say something but once again, gets shocked* OW! GRRRRRRR…*gets mad
for sec but then gets an idea and decides to use his Jagan Eye to talk telepathically* So, now that
you’ve nearly gotten us both killed with that thing, are the clones here or not? Because if they’re
not…*grabs his katana and pets it*…the consequences will be most dire. *Smiles evilly*

Silver: Don’t worry Hiei. *Grabs another remote with a green button this time* They’ll come. Now here.
*Tosses Hiei a football helmet*

Hiei: *using the Jagan* What’s this for?

Silver: Trust me, you’ll need it. *mumbles* Whoa, deja vu! Oh well…*presses the green button*

Second Cardboard Box: *Begins to smoke and sizzle and then it explodes*

Mini Hiei/Sephy Fusion Clones: *Fall from the sky by the truck load*

Silver: YAY! It worked!

Hiei: *looks down at one of the clones which look like small versions of Hiei except that they have silver
hair with a black starburst pattern in the middle and there are two very long Sephy bangs hanging over
their little black bandannas. They are all wearing black torn-up tee shirts with black pants. They even all
have a single cute mini wing on their right shoulder blade*

Silver: Aw! They look just like their Daddy! ^_^

Hiei: *forgets about his "condition" and opens his mouth, resulting in the same shocks* OW! *Uses the
Jagan* DADDY?!

Silver: Yeah, they got to have a daddy! And your the manliest person in this room so you have to be the
daddy and Sephiroth will have to be the mommy. He’s got the hair to look like one. So, *puts her arm
around a shocked Hiei* how does it feel to be the proud father of about *starts counting the clones* a
thousand and two healthy little clones?

Hiei: O.O *twitches and gets shocked* OW! *Uses the Jagan* I’m not going to be the father of
these…things.

Hiei/Sephy clone: *walks up to Hiei putting on the cutest pouty face known to man* W-What’s wrong
Daddy? *starts to sniffle* D-Don’t y-you love us, Daddy? I-I thought y-y-you l-loved us.
WHAHHHHHHHHH! *Begins to cry*

Other Hiei/Sephy clones: WHAAAAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHH! *Start to cry too* WHY DON’T YOU
LOVE US DADDY?

Silver: *covers her ears* Well, Genius, you started this so why don’t you calm them down?

Hiei: *covers his ears and gets shocked but ignores it and uses the Jagan* Okay, okay! *quietly* I love



you.

Hiei/Sephy clone: *sniffle* W-What was t-that Daddy? We c-c-can’t hear y-you?

Hiei: *Says it a little louder but not that much* I love you.

Hiei/Sephy clone: *begins to tear up, looking incredibly cute* W-What? W-Why won’t you t-tell us
c-c-clearly? A-Are y-you a-a-ashamed o-of us? T-T-That’s it isn’t it? *starts sobbing loudly* OUR
DADDY DOESN’T LOVE US!!!

Hiei: *Gets nervous* C’mon, don’t cry. Ugh! *Looks at Silver with a look that said, "Now what do we
do?"*

Silver: Say you love them you jerk! All they want to hear is that their daddy loves them so say it already!

Hiei: Gr…Fine! *shouts over the crying* I LOVE YOU GUYS! YOU GUYS ARE GREAT AND I’M PROUD
TO BE YOUR DADDY! *pants as he looks down at the Hiei/Sephy clone in front of him* Happy now?

Hiei/Sephy clone: *smiles and hugs Hiei’s legs* Yep! Thanks Daddy! ^_^

All of the Hiei/Sephy clones: We love you too Daddy! ^_^

Silver: Awwwwww! ^_^ They are so cute! *Picks one the one that hugged Hiei* I’m gonna hug you and
squeeze you and love you and name you George! *Hugs "George"*

George: *looks up ly* Are you my mommy?

Silver: Awwwwwwwwww! *looks over at Hiei whispers* He thinks I’m his mommy! ^_^

Hiei: *rolls his eyes and gets shocked* OW!

Silver: *laughs as she looks at George* No, Sweetie, I’m not your mommy.

George: Then, *sniffles* who is my mommy?

Silver: *Puts George down* Your mommy is right there! *Points to an unconscious Sephy* Why don’t
you all go give your mommy a great BIG hug?

George and all the other Hiei/Sephy clones: Okay! *Walk over to Sephy*

Hiei and Silver: *snickering evilly but Hiei still gets shocked* OW!

Hiei: *Uses the Jagan* Do you think you could help me out with this little problem now?

Silver: *looks at the mini Hiei/Sephy clones (and George) who have all began to give all their attention to
Sephy* Yeah, why not? Sephiroth will keep ‘em busy for a while. C’mon! *Silver and Hiei leave the
room to fix Hiei’s little electric problem*



*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~
Silver: Well, that's it for this chapter? Did ya like it? And don't forget to send in your comments because if
you don't...*Picks up George who waves to everyone*...Little Georgie here, won't be able get his broken
wing operation! *Starts tearing up*

George: But Mommy, my wing isn't broken. See? *Flaps it really fast*

Silver: Shhh! Not right now Georgie. Mommy's trying to trick the good readers into commenting a lot.

George: Ohhhhhhh...Okay! ^_^



8 - Are You My Mommy?

Silver: Hey Peeps! It's time once again for another chapter in this compleatly pointless fic, TRAPPED!!!
Ugh, I can't believe I'm still not done with the clone wars saga...thing. But anyways, just to warn you
guys, this chapter is a bit short but don't worry! I have no life and therefore, will be able to provide you
guys with another chapter hopefully soon! Well, without any further ado...on with the show! ^_^
********************************************************************************

Meanwhile…

Kaiba: WHAT DO YOU MEAN "WE’RE OUT OF BOB-BOMBS?" WE CAN’T BE OUT OF WEAPONS
ALREADY!

Yami: Isn’t there anything else we can use?

Kurama: *Searches though Sephy’s private trunk* Nope, you guys used them all up.

Kaiba: But there’s got to be about a thousand of those clones left!

Yami: *peaks over the edge of the fort* Actually Kaiba, *counts the clones* there are a thousand and two
clones to be precise.

Kaiba: DID I ASK YOU?!

Kurama: All right, all right! Stop the fighting you two! Right now we’ve got a lot more things to worry
about.

Yami and Kaiba: LIKE WHAT?!

Kurama: Well, we don’t know what happened to the others. Wait, I do know that Hiei and Sephiroth are
hiding in the closet.

Yami: "Hiding?"

Kaiba: THEY’RE THE TWO STRONGEST PEOPLE IN THIS ROOM AND THEY’RE HIDING?! *Grabs
Kurama by the shirt collar* WHAT KIND OF BULL IS THIS?!

Kurama: H-Hey don’t blame me! I’m not the one who made them hide!

Yami: Kaiba calm down. Yelling at Kurama won’t bring Hiei and Sephiroth out of hiding. Besides, there
are other people still out there.

Kurama: True. Marik’s been taken prisoner by them and I haven’t seen any sign of Marth or Link.



Kaiba: What about Cloud?

Kurama: *bows his head* I’m afraid he was the first victim of the clone attacks.

Yami: No…

Kurama: It’s true. I saw the first clone steal his baseball bat and *deep, dramatic breath* beat him in the
balls until he passed out. I doubt that even if he did survive that, he will never be able to psychologically
or physically recover.

Yami and Kaiba: *bow down their heads in respect for their departed friend*

Kaiba: It’s a real shame. He was probably the only normal guy here besides me, you, and Yami.

Kurama and Yami: *Nod in agreement*

Yami: So, what do we do now?

Kaiba: There’s not much we can do now. Except try to stay alive and hope that those two wusses come
out the closet and beat the living crud out of these deranged clones.

Kurama: Speaking of which, have any of you noticed that the clones have stopped their assaults on our
fort?

Yami: Yeah, this is really weird. Why have they stopped attacking? *Looks at Seto* Kaiba, go out there
and see what those clones are doing.

Kaiba: WHAT?! WHY THE HECK SHOULD I GO OUT THERE?! I’M NOT ABOUT TO RISK MY LIFE
JUST TO-* Continues yelling up a storm while Yami sneaks up behind him and shoves him out of the
fort*

Yami: Good luck my friend! ^_^

Kurama: We’ll be with you in spirit! ^_^ *mumbles* Why do I suddenly feel a sense of deja vu?

Kaiba: YAMI!!! YOU SON OF A JACKAL! LET ME BACK IN OR I SWEAR I’LL…*Is instantly attacked by
a pack of rabid Riku clones who render him unconscious with Cloud’s baseball bat*

M. Rikus: CHESTNUTS, CHESTNUTS, CHESTNUTS!!! *Tie up Kaiba and drag him to what appears to
be their own little fort*

Kurama and Yami: Gasp! *Bow down their heads*

Kurama: There goes another normal one. *Starts tearing up and sniffles* WHY DOES IT ALWAYS
HAVE TO BE THE NORMAL PEOPLE?! *cough, cough* Uh, sorry.I-I…just got caught in the heat of the
moment.



Yami: O.O Riiiiiiiiiiiiiight…

Meanwhile…

George: *Climbs on top of Sephy and puts his face inches away from Sephy’s face* Mommy? Mommy,
wake up! *Shakes Sephy’s arm a bit*

Sephy: *Still unconscious*

Hiei/Sephy clone: I-Is she *sniffle* ?

George: No way! Our mommy isn’t . Look! *Pokes Sephy in the eye with a random pointy stick*
Mooooooommmmmmmmy!!! Waaaaaaaaaaaaaaake uuuuuuuuuup! *Continues poking Sephy in the
eye*

Another Hiei/Sephy clone: See?! Mommy is , isn’t she?! *Sniffles a bit and then starts sobbing* OUR
MOMMY’S DEEEEEEEAAAAAAAD!!!

All the other Hiei/Sephy clones: *Start sobbing too* WHAAAAAAAAAAHHHHH!!! MOMMY’S
DEEEEEEEEEEAAAAAAAAD!!!

George: *Refuses to believe that "Mommy" is and begins to think hard* What would Daddy do? *Still
thinks hard for a sec and then gets his very first great idea* I got a great idea! *Uses his super strength
to lift Sephy and lean him up against the wall* I hope this works…*Kicks Sephy in the balls with
unrelenting force*

Sephy: OOOOOOOOOOOWWWWWWWW! SON OF B-* Stops when he sees all the now smiling
Hiei/Sephy clones (and George!) standing in front of him*

Hiei/Sephy Clones (and George!): HI MOMMY! ^_^

Sephy: *Now really confused and P.Oed* MOMMY?! WHAT THE HECK GAVE YOU THE IDEA THAT I
WOULD BE THE MOTHER OF YOU…THINGS!?

George: Auntie Silver and Daddy told us that you were our Mommy! ^_^

Sephy: "Auntie Silver and Daddy?!" Grrrrrrrrrrrrr…*mumbles* When I get my hands on Silver and that
back-stabber, Hiei…*Bends down to George and smiles sweetly (which looks very scary)*
So…um…what’s your name?

George: Auntie Silver calls me George so I guess that’s my name! ^_^

Sephy: Well, George, do you think you could tell me where Auntie Silver and Daddy are?

George: Yeah, they’re right in there! *Points to Silver’s bedroom* Are you going to play with them
Mommy?



Sephy: *Gets up and walks towards the bedroom* You could say that, yes. Your Daddy, Auntie Silver,
and I are going to play a little "game." *Lightly grips the handle of his sword*

George: Okay! Have fun Mommy! ^_^

Sephy: *Shudders as George calls him "Mommy"* Please don’t call me…*shudders* "Mommy."

Hiei/Sephy Clone: Then what should we call you, Mommy?

Sephy: From now on call me…*thinks hard for a sec and smirks* Master Sephiroth. *Chuckles to himself
at his so-called cleverness and continues to head towards Silver’s bedroom*

George: I like "Mommy" better.

********************************************************************************

Silver: Well, I to say it, but that's the end of this chapter!
So, goodbye! So-long! And hope you come back to find out the exciting conclusion of the Rabid Clone
War Saga...Thing!

George: *Walks up to Silver and tugs on her jeans* Auntie Silver?

Silver: Yes Sweetie?

George: Can I say it?

Silver: Sure! Go ahead!

George: YAY! ^_^ Ahem, please comment or else you'll break my fragile little heart and I may never
psychologically recover. *Puts on the most adorable pouty face* Y-You don't want that to happen to
me...*sniffle* Do you?

Silver: Woah, he's good!



9 - Seto...He's What's for Dinner

Silver: Hey peoples! As you have heard a ton of times before...I'm back and I've got the next chapter in
the insane story of the Guys v.s The Rabid Mini Rikus! Just for those of you who either like to skip
through the chapters or just don't remember, in the last chapter, Sephy met his "children" and Yami
kicked Kaiba out of the Fort and Kaiba was captured by the Mini Rikus (which I got in trouble for doing. I
know, I me too for doing that. ^_^;)
But without further ado, ah screw it! Just read already!

********************************************************************************

Meanwhile…

Kaiba: *wakes up* Ugh…where am I? *Tries to move his arms but sees that he’s tied tightly to a stake*
And why am I tied up? The last thing I remember is that jerk, Yami kicking me out of the fort and then
everything going black.

Marik: *Tied to a stake next to Kaiba’s* You were captured by the Riku-clones you moron!

Kaiba: MARIK! I thought they killed you.

Marik: No, after you ran away, which by the way, I’m still really P.Oed at you for that, the clones hit me
with a baseball bat and when I woke up, I was tied to this stake.

Kaiba: How long have you been awake?

Marik: Beats the heck outta me. I just know that it hasn’t been that long since the clones brought you in.

Kaiba: You have any idea of where we are?

Marik: Well, technically, we’re on the other side of the room. But I guess its become these things’
village or something.

M. Riku: *Throws a rock at Marik* DOOM!

Marik: OW! WHAT DID I-* Gets hit with another rock* OW! BUT I DIDN’T-* Gets hit with yet another
rock* OW! STOP- *Gets hit with, guess what? Another rock!* OW! GRRRRRRRRRR…

Kaiba: Marik, don’t! Remember last time?

Marik: *Ignores Kaiba* STOP THROWING ROCKS AT ME YOU CHESTNUT PSYCHOS! I SWEAR,
WHEN I GET OUT OF THESE TIES, I…WILL…KILL…YOU!!! *Pants as he looks down at the Mini Riku
who just snaps his fingers*



More Mini Rikus: *Gather around Kaiba and Marik, each clone having their own little rock to throw*

M. Riku: *Points at Marik* DOOM, DOOM, DOOM!!!

M. Rikus: *Gasp* DOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOM!!! *Start to pummel Marik with rocks*

Marik: OWWWWWWWWWW! *Begins to sob* W-Why me?

Kaiba: *Closes his eyes and looks away* Poor, poor twit. Even he doesn’t deserve this. *Opens his
eyes and is shocked at what he sees.

Riku (the original): *Sitting atop a "thrown" made of leggos, wearing nothing but an old Batman cape on
his back and -hose on his head*

Kaiba: *Closes his eyes again and mumbles* I did not just see that. I did not just see that. Oh please, for
the love of God, please let me not just see that! *Opens his eyes again, sees Riku and closes his eyes
again* I did just see that!

Riku: MUWHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA!!! YES MY MINIONS! GO! THROW
YOUR TINY ROCKS OF DOOM AT OUR SACRIFICES! GET THEM NICE AND TENDER FOR OUR
PRE-VICTORY FEAST!

Kaiba: SACRIFICES?!

Riku: *Looks down at Kaiba and gives him a sinister look that would give even Sephy a run for his
money* Yes Kaiba. I am going to take over this room, using these clones to help me. *Pats a nearby
Mini Riku on the head* They’re really loyal and handsome to boot! ^_^

Kaiba: But why did you say that you wanted to get us "Nice and tender?" *Cringes because he has a
sinking feeling that he knows what Riku’s going to say*

Riku: Well, these little guys may be powerful but they need to eat too. And they seem to have a taste for
meat and well, I don’t see any hamburger stands around here, do you?

Kaiba: *Mumbles* No…

Riku: Well, I believe I’ve wasted enough time talking with you. And now, you’ve got no other use except
for being the dinner for my clone army! BRING THEM TO THE IMPENDING DOOM POT OF DOOM!

M. Rikus: DOOM! *Untie Marik and Kaiba and bring them to the Impending Doom Pot of Doom*

Riku: Well, Kaiba, any last words?

Kaiba: I just got two questions for you Riku.

Riku: All right. What are they?



Kaiba: First; What’s with the sudden violent change? I mean, one minute, you’re nothing but a
blubbering psycho fearing anything that resembles a chest-

Riku: DON’T SAY THAT WORD!

Kaiba: What word?

Riku: YOU KNOW "WHAT WORD!" IT’S !

Kaiba: What? Chestnuts?

Riku: *Covers his ears and shrieks* NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO! EVVVVVVVVIIIIL!!! *Begins to foam at
the mouth for a sec, pants and then looks at Kaiba with a look of utmost * That *shudders* word is evil in
the Clan of the Rikus. That’s why I have trained my Mini-Mes to say only my favorite word…DOOM!!!
*Thunder sounds*

M. Rikus: DOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOM!!! *Begin to pummel Marik with even more rocks*

Marik: *Passed out a long time ago but is still getting beaten to a y pulp*

Riku: And since you have said the word of EVIL, then you shall be the first to be sacrificed!

Kaiba: WAIT! You still haven’t answered my question!

Riku: Oh yes. Why am I taking over this room? Well, to be honest, I don’t know. I guess I just want to
see you guys suffer. Suffer and…BUUUUUUURRRRRRRNNNN!!! *Foams at the mouth again*

Kaiba: *Thinks* Oh great. My worst fear come true. Riku’s gone completely off the deep end. *Aloud* I
have just one more question for you Riku.

Riku: And what’s that?

Kaiba: What’s with the -hose and cape? Some pants wouldn’t kill you or even just some underwear for
God’s sake!

Riku: You don’t like my battle armor?

Kaiba: "Battle armor!?" The only thing that outfit’s doing for you is making you look like a complete and
total jack***!

Riku: *Gasp* HOW DARE YOU!!!! FIRST YOU VIOLATE THE SACRED CODE AND SAY THE MOST
EVIL OF WORDS AND NOW YOU DARE TO INSULT MY OUTFIT?! WELL, THAT SHALL COST YOU
DEARLY! TAKE HIM TO THE IMPENDING DOOM POT OF DOOM, MY MINIONS!

M. Rikus: DOOOOOOOM!!! *Bind Kaiba’s arms and legs with some handcuffs and chains they found
and force Kaiba to walk towards the Impending Doom Pot of Doom by poking him with random pointy
objects*



Kaiba: *Thinks as he walks to him doom* Well, I guess I’ve lived a good life. Just wish that I could’ve
told Mokuba and Sydny how much I loved them. Oh, who am I kidding? I don’t want to die! There’s so
much for me to do and say. There must be something that I can do. But what? *Thinks really, really
hard* Wait! I think I know now! *Aloud* RIKU!

Riku: What is it now? Why can’t you human sacrifices go quietly. It’s annoying!

Kaiba: You’re not sacrificing us right!

Riku: What do you mean? I think I’m doing a great job. I got the vengeful villagers, the flaming
sacrificing pot and I got the helpless human sacrifices. What else do I need?

Kaiba: You need…*Groans loudly*…the public humiliation of the sacrifices!

Riku: *Gasp!* You’re right! How could I have forgotten that?! MINI-MES!

M. Rikus: DOOM!

Riku: Take Kaiba and Marik to the Armor Hut and put them in their special "Sacrificial Garments."
*Chuckles evilly* MUWHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA* cough, cough* HA!

Kaiba: *Thinks as the clones drag him to the "Armor Hut" (which is just a table covered with a sheet with
a cardboard sign saying "Armor Hut in sloppy black crayon)* Oh dear God, what have I gotten myself
into?

********************************************************************************

Silver: *Hides behind a steel door and puts on a football helmet* I know! Kaiba almost died and he
could've died but I didn't let him! So think about that before you start hating me!

Hiei: *Walks in completly cured of the "electric incident* What the heck are you doing?

Silver: I'm ending this chapter.

Hiei: Yes I can see that but what's with the helmet and steel door? It was so hard to open so I melted it
with my Sword of Darkness Flame. *Grips his katana lightly and smirks trying to look all cool 'n stuff*

Silver: O.O You...melted...THE DOOR?! *Hyperventilates for a sec and then tosses Hiei a cooking pot*
Here.

Hiei: Let me guess. I'm going to need it, right?

Silver: Yep.

Hiei: Is there any particular reason why I need it?



Silver: *Points to the computer* Read this chapter.

Hiei: *Reads it quickly* Yeah, so? It's not bad. A little short and there's some character bashing but
nothing terribly bad is in this.

Silver: Your right, Hiei. There was character bashing, KAIBA character bashing and who reads this fic?

Hiei: *Thinks for a sec and cringes*...Kaiba fan s?

Silver: *Squeaks* Yep.

Hiei: *Slams the cooking pot on his head, kicks down the sofa, grabs Silver, and ducks behind the sofa*
Silver?

Silver: Yes, Hiei?

Hiei: Were gonna die, aren't we?

Silver: Yes Hiei. Thanks to this chapter, we shall die a slow and painful .

Hiei: Okay, but before we die a slow and painful , do you wanna...*Gives a cute smirk*

Silver: O.O "Do I wanna," what?

Hiei: Eat cookies and say the Comment Plead together! ^_^

Silver: Oh...^_^;...Sure! *Takes out a plate of chocolate chip peanut butter sandwhich cookies and hands
one to Hiei and then takes one for herself.* Mmmf...Do you wanna start or should I?

Hiei: *Says with a mouthful of cookie* I'll start. *Ahem* Please comment on this chapter even if Silver did
almost kill Kaiba.

Silver: But I didn't kill him so be thankful for that! If you do comment, me and Hiei here will give you a
cookie!

Hiei: *Grabs a handful of cookies and stuffs half of them in his mouth and attempts to talk*
Mmmmf...mmmemmfrrrffffff!

Silver: Swallow first Hiei...-_-;

Hiei: *Swallows hard and pants* These cookies are really so make sure you comment a lot!

Silver: Yeah, and fast! At this rate, Hiei will have eaten all of the cookies! HIEI! ONE COOKIE AT A
TIME! AND PLEASE, CHEW WITH YOUR MOUTH SHUT! Ewww, that is so gross! *Mumbles* Hiei has
no manners whatsoever...

Hiei: *Shouts with his mouth full* HEY! *Sprays chewed up cookies all over Silver*





10 - And Now, This Public Service Announcement

Silver: Hiya peeps! It's me again but sadly, due to writer's block, I errr...sort of don't have the next
chapter in the Clone Wars...Thing.

Everyone: BOO! YOU STINK SILVER! *Throws random objects at her*

Silver: Eek! *Hides behind a fire-proof steel door* I know, I know! But I will get to it soon. But right now,
*Sits down in a random rich-looking, velvet red chair* I would like to put the funny aside and get serious
for a moment.

Everyone: O.o Silver...what the heck have you been smoking?

Silver: Hey, c'mon. I really am trying to be serious and teach you guys something. You see, it may seem
like it's very easy even fun to trap a bunch of hot guys in a bedroom and watch them kill each other but
let me tell you...*big zoom-in on her face* it's not. These are real, live wild guys that cannot be tamed so
they do tend to be a bit unruly. Plus, they need to be feed all the time and they can't have just anything.
Take yesterday for example when I decided to take the guys to school.

*Flashback*

Silver: Okay guys, let's sit over...here! *Yanks on a bunch of leashes connected to the guys' necks*

Kaiba: *Practically falls over as he sits down* Gr...do you really have to bring us to school with you?

Link: *Scratches his neck under the collar* Yeah, and why do have us in these leashes? They itch!

Silver: Of course you have to come here. If I left you guys by yourselves in that room, I don't think I'd
have a house anymore. As for the leashes, well, I don't exactly trust you guys. I mean two of you are
pyro-maniacs and three of you are homocidal! But on the bright side, four of you are normal.

Sephy: Who are the pyromaniacs?

Silver: You and Hiei of course.

Hiei: What about the homocidals?

Silver: Kaiba, Sephiroth, and Hiei.

Kaiba: YOU THINK I'M WHAT?!

Yami: Don't deny it Kaiba, you know you tend to be the agressive type.

Kaiba: *Gets ready to punch Yami*



Silver: Hey, HEY! *Yanks on Kaiba's leash which causes Kaiba to fall over* How many times do I have
to say it? NO FIGHTING IN SCHOOL!

Kaiba:...Ouch...*Passes out*

Marth: I'm hungry.

Link: Me too. *Grabs Silver's lunchbox and searches through it* Got anything good in here? Ooh! A
sandwhich! *Takes out Silver's pb and j sandwhich*

Silver: HEY! That was mine!

Kurama: *Moves next to Link and begins searching Silver's lunchbox too* Is there anything else good in
there? Hey! *Takes out a bag of chips* Do you want to share these with me, Hiei? Hiei?!

Hiei: *Took the bag of chips when Kurama wasn't looking and has already started to eat them* Hm? Oh
yeah, sure Kurama.

Kurama: -_-;;

Silver: C'mon guys! This is MY lunch!

Marth: So? We're hungry! *Quickly looks through Silver's lunchbox and takes out some fruit snacks*
These will do nicely.

Silver: Grrrrrrr...Don't make me take out the leash...

Sephy and Cloud: Ooooohhhhhh...we're so scared! *Both grab a twinkie and eat them contently*

Silver: THAT'S IT! I DIDN'T WANT TO USE THEM BUT NOW *grabs the ends of all the leashes* I'M
USING THEM! *Yanks as hard as she can on all the leashes but falls over instead* OW! What the?!
*Lifts up a leash to see that they've all been cut*

Kaiba: *Sing-song* Hey Siiiiiiiillllllllver...*Flashes a pair of scissors in his hand* *Still in sing-song* Guess
who cut the leashes while you weren't loooooookiiiing? *Walks up to Silver and takes her Pepsi Blue* I'll
be taking this, thank you!

Yami: *Sticks his hand in Silver's back pocket*

Silver: YAMI! What the heck are you doing?!

Yami: *Ignores Silver as he apparently searches for something with his hands* Here it is! *Pulls out a ten
dollar bill* This should be enough to buy lunch, right Marik?

Marik: Yeah, that should be enough. Let's go before the line gets too long.



Yami: Okay. *Walk up to the lunch line to spend Silver's hard earned Hamster-Exterminating money on
cookies and soda*

Silver: *Completly shocked that the guys tricked her* B-But I...and Y-You...and...GRRRRRRR...OH
*says something really bad but I can't say it, otherwise, I'll get banned*

*End Flashback

Silver: So do you see now? These guys ain't stupid and this could happen to YOU! Yes, if you trap guys
in a room and take them to school, they will get mean and they will rob you of your food and money. So,
my advice to you guys and gals out there is to just simply let hot guys run wild and free. Because it's like
the old saying goes; Let the hot guys run wild and free.

Hiei: *Walks in with a mug full of something* Hey.

Silver: Hey Hiei! What's up?

Hiei: Nothing much, and you?

Silver: Just typing some completly random and unnecissary chapter for our story, I'm not going to put on
FC though. It doesn't really seem right to put it on, y'know? This is really just a chapter made from
complete boredom!

Hiei: Yeah, I know what you mean. Here *hands Silver the mug full of something* I brought you some
hot chocolate. *Blushes slightly*

Silver: Aw! Thank you! *Hugs Hiei who then turns seven shades of red and then takes a sip* Wow! This
is really good. You make this yourself?

Hiei: You could say that, yes.

Silver: *Yawn* Man, I'm really tired all of sudden. I think I'll turn in for the night. G'night. *Falls asleep in
Hiei's lap*

Hiei:.......Yes! It worked! *Leans over to the computer and adds the chapter in FC* Steal my cloths while
I'm taking a shower, will you? Well, now I'm getting my revenge. Thank you NyQuil! *Holds up a NyQuil
bottle to the screen and gives a -up with a very cheesy grin*



11 - Hello Morons

Silver: Hi peoples! It's me SILVER. That annoying, hyper, sick, twisted, woman who likes to trap men in
my bedroom for sick perverted reasons. Today I have decided that I despise you all, you are the worst
fans I have ever had the displeasure of ever meeting. So I have decided, for the sake of getting you all
mad, I'm going to do the worst possible thing I can do for you; I'm going to kill off every single guy in the
next chapter That's right! And the popular ones like Kurama and KAIBA will die a most slow and painful
demise. But the only one who won't die will be Hiei. Why? Because Hiei is the best. He is powerful,
smart, cool-headed, and most of very, very, very HOT! So relax, enjoy the show and just
remember...YOU ALL STINK AND I DESPISE YOU!!! And Hiei rules.



12 - Read This...QUICK!

Silver: Hiya peeps! It's me, Silver. The REAL Silver. I would like to apologize for the last chapter. *Yanks
hard on a chain which causes a really peeved Hiei to stumble in wearing a spiked collar hooked on the
chain* It seems that this little guy...

Hiei: GRRRRRR...*Tries to bite Silver*

Silver: HEY! GET DOWN! *Yanks even harder on the chain, causing Hiei to choke and lay down* Good
dog!

Hiei: Grrrrrrr...

Silver: As I was saying, it seems that this mutt right here *points to a still really mad Hiei* tried to act as
me and apparently he threatened that all of the characters of TRAPPED would be killed. Well, the good
news is; They're not going to die. And for those of you who don't like the characters well, the bad news
is; They're not going to die. But anyways, I promise that I will not kill off any POPULAR characters
anytime soon. It's the freaky, pshyco ones that die. And possibly the DISOBIEDIENT, SNEAKY, AND
SPIKEY-HAIR ONES TOO!

Hiei: *Looks up at Silver* You're finally going to kill Yami?

Silver: NO YOU DOLT! *Yanks on his chain again*

Hiei: *GAG!*

Silver: I was talking about you! I'm so peeved at you right now that I could just scream. I can't believe
you ged me up like that! *Hits Hiei on the head* Jerk!

Hiei: Well what about you? You stole my clothes! Do you have any idea what its like to have to walk
around the house cold, wet, and wearing absolutely NOTHING while you despretly search for
clothes...or at least a TOWEL?!

Silver: All right! I get the idea. Mistakes were made on both sides. So how 'bout we do this; I'll aplogize
for stealing your clothes and towel and you apologize for ging me with NyQuil and pretending to be me
and trying to ruin my story. Does that sound okay to you?

Hiei: *Thinks hard for a minute* All right. But right after, can we...y'know. *Gives a y wink*

Silver: W-What?! HIEI YOU PERVERT!!! *Yank really, REALLY hard on his chain* I CAN'T BELIEVE
YOU THINK THAT I WOULD DO THAT WITH YOU!

Hiei: *Rubs his neck* WHAT?! YOU CAN'T BELIEVE THAT I WOULD THINK YOU WOULD EAT
COOKIES WITH ME?!



Silver: *Turing seven shades of red from embarrassment*...Cookies?

Hiei: Yeah! Cookies! What did you think...I...was...*thinks for a sec and realises what Silver thought*
YOU THOUGHT THAT?! YOU'RE DEFINETLY THE PERVERT HERE!

Silver: Well can't you be a bit more obvious 'bout what you're saying? I mean, how many guys wink ually
when they want to eat some cookies?

Hiei: *Shrugs*

Silver: Well anyway...*Deep breath* I'm really sorry for stealing your clothes and towel while you were
taking a shower.

Hiei:.........

Silver: Hiei? Don't you have something to say? *Grasps the chain slightly and reveals a smirk on her
face that strangely looks like Hiei's*

Hiei: Eep! *Very, very quickly* I'm sorry for ging you up, pretending to be you, and trying to ruin your
story!

Silver: You're forgiven! ^_^ Now, let's have some of those cookies! *Takes out a plate of peanut butter
sandwhich cookies*

Hiei: All right! *About to pounce on the plate but he stops to scratch his neck under the collar* Um,
Silver?

Silver: *Already eating her cookie* Mmmmmf. Yeah, Hiei?

Hiei: *Still scratching* Could you take this off? Link's right. *Scratches harder* They're itchy!

Silver: Hmmmmmmmm...I dunno....

Hiei: SILVER!!!

Silver: Okay! ^_^ *Tears off Hiei's collar*

Hiei: *Pounces on the plate of cookies like a rabid tiger*

Silver: Oh yeah! That reminds me! *Swipes a handful of cookies from Hiei*

Hiei: HEY!

Silver: Oh calm down Hiei. You must have at least fifty cookies over there. A few less cookies won't kill
you. *Tosses cookies to all those who commented in Chapter 9* I promised a cookie for everyone who
commented in Chapter 9 and Silver always keeps her word* And once again, I'm sorry for the last



chapter (not the one Hiei typed.) I know I bashed Kaiba a bit but don't worry. I really, really like Kaiba
(he's probably my favorite next to Spike-Head over here) so he ain't going anywhere for a while. Just like
Hiei! *Puts her arm around Hiei and looks at him* Hiei, hun...are you crying?

Hiei: *Sniffles which looks a lot like how George sniffles (CUTE!)* NO! I am not crying! It's just that
*sniffle* those were MY cookies! I saved you from that DARKRAVEN when she threatened to kill you so
therefore, I should get ALL the cookies! *Sniffles and pouts* It's not fair!

Silver: Awwwwww! I'm sorry Hiei! Here. *Takes out a brownie sundae from out of nowhere and gives it to
Hiei* I have this brownie covered in sweet snow. You can have this if you want!

Hiei: *Takes one look at the sundae and immediately lightens up* Okay! * es the sundae from Silver and
practically smashes his face in it*

Silver: Awesome! Now that everything is all right with the world *grabs a cookie and sits next to Hiei* I
can finally relax. *Takes a bite out of her cookie*

Hiei: *Pulls his head out the bowl and has ice cream smeared all over his face* Hey Silver! *Splatters ice
cream on Silver*

Silver: Ew! Hiei! *Hands Hiei a towel* First, clean up your face and then tell me what you need to say*

Hiei: *Quickly wipes his face* I just remembered that I have seen someone wink all y-like when offering
someone a cookie.

Silver: *Stops eating and gets excited* Really?! Who?

Hiei: I remember Marth asking Link if he wanted a some cookies and winked at him really ually.

Silver: You don't think...

Hiei: *Smirks* It's possible.

Silver: Ooooohhhhhhh maaaaaaaaaaan! *Looks at the audience* What?! Are you people still here? Me
and Hiei are done here so get out of here! Go on, find another story to read while you're waiting for the
next chapter in this exciting tale of TRAPPED! Now if you'll excuse me, I have some gossip to exchange
with Hiei. *Turns to Hiei* So are there any other weird things about the guys that you know? C'mon! You
can tell me!

Hiei: *Takes a cookie, dips it in the ice cream and takes and bite out of it* Mmmmffff...Silver, the stories I
could tell you...



13 - To bishy ...

For some reason, I can't comment on my own stories anymore so I have to put this in chapter form.
*Ahem* I am so sorry! I can't believe I neglected your comment. (I feel like a big jerk right now.) But your
not here to listen to me myself; you want to know if you can be on the story. And the answer is; Of
course you can be on this story. I'd love for you to help out here. The more the merrier, that's what I
always say! ^_^ And like I said to JoyKaiba and DARKRAVEN, you'll appear in this in about one or two
chapters after the Clone Wars...Thing. Is there anything I should know about you? Or if there are any
special request to what you want to do, then let me know (If I can promise DARK a few minutes in a
closet with Seto, then I'm sure I can arrange you some time with Kurama. ^_^) Speaking of Foxy-Boy, I
officially declare you the O.T.K (Official r of Kurama.) You'll see why Riku and his clones aren't available
in the next chapter (That will most likely be the end of this Clone Wars...Thing. I dunno know 'bout you
but I'm dying to end this saga once and for all!) And once again I'm so SORRY!!! I didn't mean to ignore
your comment. And I promise to never to that again. And now that I have done all I can, I'm going to find
Hiei and take him for a walk *holds up her favorite chain leash with the red, spikey collar and winks*
C-ya!



14 - Silver and Hiei are Doing WHAT?!

Silver: Hey Peeps! By popular demand, I have updated in the Clone Wars...Thing.
Unfourtunately...*cringes in fear and squeaks out*...this isn't the ending to the Clone Wars...Thing. Eep!
*Kicks down her couch and hides behind it* I know! I know! I said that this chapter would be the last
chapter but if I did that then it would be a LONG time before I would update again and you guys don't
want that do you? You want to find out what happens to your favorite guys! So here it is...Part
Something, Something of the Clone Wars...Thing!

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~

Meanwhile…

Kurama: *Twirling his hair* Hey Yami.

Yami: *Stops counting the number of Riku clones and looks up at Kurama* Yes? What is it?

Kurama: Do you feel…well…guilty?

Yami: "Guilty?" About what?

Kurama: Kicking Kaiba out of the fort and therefore sending him to his doom?

Yami: Oh yeah! I remember. Um…*thinks hard for a sec* Yeah, I guess I do.

Kurama: You "guess?" He’s gonna die now because of you! Doesn’t that tear you up inside?

Yami: *Sounding like he doesn’t really care* Yeah, I guess its something that will haunt me for the rest
of my life but right now, *leans up against the bed* I don’t really care about what happens to him.

Kurama: -_-; I thought you were the good guy.

Yami: And I thought you were the smart guy.

Kurama: I am! I haven’t done anything stupid ever since me and Hiei were sent into this god-forsaken
place! *Gets very annoyed with Yami* Grrrr…Give me one good reason why you think I’m not the smart
guy!

Yami: You haven’t thought of anything for us to do to get rid of these clones. That’s why!

Kurama: Get rid of the clones? *Thinks for a sec* I don’t know how we can destroy the clones
but…*smirks slyly* I think I know how we can find out.



Yami: And that is…?

Kurama: Bring me a body of one of the Rikus and I’ll show you.

Yami: *Looks really confused but does what Kurama asked him anyway and drags in a body of a Riku
clone*

Kurama: Hmmmmmm…*Observes the body carefully*

Yami: O.O Um, Kurama? What are you doing?

Kurama: I’m studying the body for any signs of weakness.

Yami: Oh…makes sense. So what do I do?

Kurama: *Looks up at Yami* Contemplate all meanings of "silent as the grave."

Yami: Oh, okay. *Looks around the fort while tapping his foot for a while and then he starts humming
"Headstrong" to himself and soon that humming turns into mumbling* I see your motives inside…*Starts
nodding his head to the invisible tune and sings gets louder* Decisions to hide…*Gets so caught up in
the song that he sings as loud as he can* BACK OFF I’LL TAKE YOU ON!

Kurama: *Jumps in shock and gets an annoyed look on his face* Um…Yami?

Yami: *Now doing a little dance* HEADSTRONG TO TAKE ANYONE!

Kurama: *Getting very annoyed* Yami…

Yami: *Still singing (badly) and dancing (badly): I KNOW THAT YOU ARE WRONG! AND THIS IS
NOT…*Kicks the Riku clones head*

Riku clone head: *Flies right off and nearly pummels Kurama but doesn’t because Kurama dodges it*

Yami: WHERE YOU…BELOOOOOOOOOOOOONG!!! *stops singing and sits down*

Kurama: *At the end of his last nerve* Are you…quite finished?

Yami: *Satisfied look on his face* Yeah, I’m done now. *Looks down at the now headless clone* Whoa!
*Points to the clone* What happened to him?

Kurama: *Way beyond the end of his last nerve* GRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR…YOU HAPPENED!
THAT’S WHAT! YOU KICKED THE HEAD OFF OF THE FRIGGIN’ CLONE! AND NOW I CAN’T
FIGURE OUT WHAT THE WEAKNESS OF THE CLONES IS ANYMORE! SO THANKS A LOT YAMI!
*Throws his hands up in the air in frustration* THANKS FOR US ALL! I REALLY APPRECIATE IT!
*Goes to the other side of the fort and throws a bit of a hissy fit to himself about how pharaohs are really
stupid, especially the Spiky-Haired ones*



Yami: *Now really feels guilty* Oh man, I really messed up this time. Not only did I kill Kaiba but…I just
practically killed everyone in this room…including me! *Looks down at the headless clone in shame but
sees something about the clone* What’s this? *Pokes at the neck but realizes that it’s really gooey,
sticky and smells strangely like strawberries* HEY KURAMA!

Kurama: *Stops moping and looks at Yami but still has a really annoyed tone in his voice* Yes Yami?
What is it?

Yami: I think I found the weak spot on the clones!

Kurama: *Crawls over to Yami and the clone* Really? What?

Yami: It seems like their heads are only being held together with this. *Scoops up some of the gooey
pink stuff*

Kurama: *Sniffs the goop on Yami’s finger* Bubble gum? That’s it?

Yami: Apparently, Silver’s getting pretty lazy with making these.

Kurama: It would seem so. *Freezes still for a sec as he listens really hard* Did you hear that?

Yami: Huh? Hear what?

Kurama: The sound of impending doom, destruction and .

Yami: No. I don’t have fox-like ears like you so I-* stops as he begins to hear the sound as well*
What…the…heck?

Kurama: *Stands up* I’ll go see what it is. *Gulps as he looks over the fort*

Yami: Do you see anything Kurama?

Kurama: *Looks ahead for a sec and then completely freaks-out* Clo-Clo-Clo…

Yami: Speak clearly man! *Gets up and shakes a terrified Kurama* THIS IS A MATTER OF LIFE AND !
WE CAN’T AFFORD ANY STUTTERING!

Kurama: The-The…*Shouts with all his might* THE CLONES ARE COMING!!!

Yami: *Lets go of Kurama as he slowly begins to lose all hope of living* Oh no…

Meanwhile…

Sephy: *Mumbles* First, I’m going to slit their throats. And then…I’ll skin them! And after that, I take
their skins and go home and hang their skins above my fire place. *Stops walking and thinks hard* Or
maybe I’ll put Silver’s skin at the end of my bed. Her black wolf fur tail and ears would go rather nicely
with my covers. But then again…Hiei has black hair so maybe I should…Ah, forget it! I’ll figure it out later.



But now…*Grips his sword as he approaches the door* I have a bit of "playing" to do. Heh, heh, heh…*Is
about to open the door to Silver’s bedroom but stops as he hears Silver and Hiei’s voices from inside
the room*

Silver: *Giggle* Wow Hiei! That was fun! Since when were you so good at this?

Hiei: Hn. I’ve always been good at this, foolish woman.

Silver: Well excuse me! This was my first time, y’know. I’m not exactly an expert like you are!

Sephy: *Mouths silently* What the heck? *Puts his ear up to the door and listens*

Hiei: So, are you up for another round?

Silver: Nope. I’m think I’m all set. You’re almost too good for me!

Hiei: Hmph! Should’ve known that a mere wolf yokai couldn’t stand up to my power.

Silver: Hey! I could so stand up to your power. *Yawns* I’m just a little tired, is all. That really takes a lot
out of you, doesn’t it. But I’m sure I could go for…one more round.

Hiei: Hn. Good. Then let’s get started shall we?

Sephy: *Eyes widen and his jaw drops as he continues listening*

Silver: Whoa! I never knew your sword was THAT big!

Sephy: *Shocked and a little grossed out as he silently mouths off* Oh my God!

Hiei: Didn’t you notice it when we began at first?

Silver: No, I guess I was too caught up in the action to notice. Now cut the talk and let’s get this started!

Sephy: *Mumbles* I can’t listen to anymore of this. *Blasts the door with a fire blast*

Silver and Hiei: *Gasp!*

Sephy: *Walks in swinging his sword with one hand and covering his eyes with the other* All right! I’m
here to kill you both as revenge! *Walks blindly around the room swinging his sword like a madman* So
if you could just make some noise so I can find you, that would be great!

Hiei: O.O Why don’t you just open your eyes. *Mumbles* Idiot.

Sephy: *Opens his eyes as he turns to Hiei in fury* I HEARD…that? *Looks in complete shock at Silver
and Hiei who are completely clothed and not doing anything that’s above a PG-13 rating*

Hiei: What?



Silver: Yeah, what? Haven’t you ever seen two yokais practicing sword fighting skills before?

Sephy: O.O But…shouldn’t you…be…um…*Feeling very embarrassed right now*

Silver: Shouldn’t we be what?

Sephy:…Be…naked?

Hiei and Silver: WHAT?!

Silver: *Goes right up to Sephy and slaps him* YOU THOUGHT WE WERE DOING THAT?!

Hiei: I take back what I said before. You are a perverted idiot.

Sephy: *Points his sword at Hiei’s neck* HEY! ANYONE COULD’VE MADE THE SAME MISTAKE!

Silver: Hey, HEY! *Pulls out a cattle prod and shocks Sephy in the arse*

Sephy: OW! *Rubs his arse* SON OF A-

Silver: Hey! No more fighting you two! Right now, we need to go two Phase 2 of our plan.

Hiei: Which is?

Silver: *Shows a Hiei-like smirk* Training the clones.

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~

Silver: Well, that's all I was able to type last night (this is actually 2 hours worth of typing...how sad!) But
NEwayz, just for the record, I want to apologize for the last three chapters (not counting the one I
directed to Bishy.) They really had no place in the story but I just wanted to keep the story alive, y'know
so you guys wouldn't think I died or something.

Sephy: *Sneaks up behind Silver, pulling his sword out (not THAT one...perverts!): *Whispers* Oh, I
think that'll change real soon! *Lifts his sword high to cut Silver*

Silver: *Takes out the cattle prod and shocks Sephy...in the OTHER sword (^_^)

Sephy: OWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWW!!! *Passes out*

Hiei: *Walks in with some leftover Easter candy* Hn. *Looks down at Sephy and his literally smoking
balls* What happened to him?

Silver: He tried to mess with me. Jerk got just what he deserved!

Hiei: *Nods* Ah. *Looks over on the computer while nibbling (yes I said NIBBLING!) on a chocolate



bunny* What are you doing? Typing another pointless chapter in your story?

Silver: Nope! I've learned my lesson from last time. From now on, it's "Stick to the Plot!"

Hiei: Guess that's a good motto for you to live by. Although...it's nothing like mine.

Silver: *Curious* Which is?

Hiei: If it breaths...kill it and if it is over 2 ft...kill it!

Silver: -_-;; Why am I not surprised?

Hiei: *Shrugs as he starts gnawing on the rabbit's head* Hm? *Notices something about the chapter*
Silver?

Silver: *Searching through the basket of candy Hiei brought in* One sec...*still searching*...there! *Pulls
out a box of Gobbstoppers* My favorite! *Starts popping a few in her mouth and bites all of them in half
with her fangs* Mmmmm...So what is it you were trying to tell me Hiei?

Hiei: You almost forgot to give thanks to all the readers of this story. That's why I brought in
this...*Leaves the room for a sec and comes back with a box full of Hiei and George plushies*

Silver: AWWWWWWWWWW!!! *Takes out a Hiei and George plushie and hugs them to * These are so
friggin' CUTE! ^_^ Where did you get these?

Hiei: Believe it not, Kurama, Marth and Link made these. *Picks up a Hiei plushie* I have to say, they
actually did a decent job this time.

Silver: Yeah, they did. But now...*Puts a pair of plushies into a bunch of boxes and shoves them in the
mailbox placed convieniently outside the window, facing the window* I'm going to send 2 plushies to
everyone who comments! And I really want to thanks you all for commenting! It's those 2 'lil sentances
you type that not only make me feel special, but they also give me the motivation to type more. So you
see...the more comments I get...the more likely I'll update 'cuz Silver has NO life! ^_^;;;

Hiei: -_-; That's a nice opinion to have about yourself.

Silver: And if you comment a LOT like oh say, 100 times then...*tries to lift Sephy but has no
luck*...Um...Hiei? A little help?

Hiei: *Rolls his eyes as he shoves Sephy into a VERY BIG BOX*

Silver: As I was saying, if you are the 100th commentor, then you'll get...SEPHY!!!

Hiei: Along with this cattle prod. *Holds up the cattle prod, turns it on and shocks Sephy in the balls*
Heh, heh, heh.

Silver: Sephy, along with the cattle prod would normally cost $199,999 but, for a limited time only we'll



give you Sephy AND the cattle prod...for free! Just be the 100th commentor! Easy no? So send in your
comments today! Because hours of balls-shocking fun is just a mere 100 comments away! *Flashes a
up and a cheesy-grin*......Whew! *Flops down in her circle-chair* That sure takes a lot out of you! I need
some sugar.

Hiei: *Tosses a can of soda to Silver*

Silver: *Gasp!* Oh, I love you honey!

Hiei: Are you talking to me or the soda?

Silver: To you my fizzy, sugary, caffine-filled lover! ^_^

Hiei: Ugh! Wolf yokais! -_-;



15 - The Training Begins (and Ends too!)

Silver: Hey peoples! I'm back and with the next part in this seemingly never-ending Clone Wars saga!
Okay, before we get back to the story, I have to know; Do any of you guys think this Clone Wars...Thing
is dragging on? I'm trying to end this as fast as I can but it seems like I'm never going to end it (don't
worry, I WILL end it, it just seems like it's taking a long time to me.) So please, if you have an honest
opinion about this saga, then lemme know. Should I end it A.S.A.P (it might seem a little rushed and not
as funny just to let ya know but hey, at least we'd be done with the saga) or should I just type at my own
pace 'cause whatever I'm doing is apparently working (it'll be funnier and have more stuff but it might
take longer to end the Clone Wars...Thing.) Well, I think that I've just talked off your ears so now...on
with the show!

********************************************************************************

Later…

Silver: *Now wearing a black tank-top with camouflage pants and an army helmet* Okay troops! Our
mission is clear and simple; To destroy the rabid mini Riku clones. And now, to discuss the plan, here’s
Mommy and Daddy!

George and Hiei/Sephy Clones: YAAAAAAAAAAAAAY!!! ^_^

Sephy: *Shudders as he gets up from his chair and joins Hiei (who is currently wearing the same outfit
as Silver)*

Hiei: All right! Your enemy is this! *Points his sword at a poorly drawn picture of a Riku clone (which was
drawn by Hiei, by the way.)

Sephy: -_-; That’s your picture of the enemy? Where’s it’s face?

Hiei: It’s covered up in foam. *Points to the white puffy cloud-things that are supposedly foam* Now shut
up about my drawing skills and listen! Now then, *Points to the drawing again* this is a Riku clone.
*Marches up to the Hiei/Sephy clones (who are all lined up in neat little rows) and looks down* Can
anyone demonstrate for me what we do to a Riku clone?
George: *Jumps up and down while waving his hands with the speed of a hummingbird* Oh, Oh! Pick
me Daddy! I can show you!

Hiei: *Smirks* Okay then, George. Come here.

George: Okay Daddy! ^_^ *Runs up to Hiei and looks up excitedly* Where should I show you, Daddy?

Silver: *Pushes Hiei out of the way* I’ll take over from here hon! George, I want you to pretend, for a
sec, that Mommy *points to Sephiroth* is a Riku clone. Understand?



Hiei: *Has a confused yet P.Oed look on his face for a sec but then looks at Sephiroth and smiles evilly*

George: Okay Auntie Silver! ^_^ *Walks over to Sephy, beaming*

Sephy: No, no, get away from me! *Backs up into the wall* Grrrr…*Pulls out his sword in a threatening
way* Don’t make me have to use this!

George: *Stops with a scared look on his face, like he’s about to cry*

Hiei: Hey, HEY! *Uses his Jagan to freeze Sephy in place* NO ONE, threatens my kid, GOT IT?!

Silver: *Looks at Hiei, all impressed* Wow Hiei! You’ve really gotten the hang of this parenthood thing,
haven’t you?

Hiei: *Looks down, blushing slightly* I-It’s not that! Sephiroth just annoys me to no end and nothing
would make me happier than to see him get his butt kicked by a fighter less than 5 ft tall.

Silver: *Nods as she looks away and smiles* Riiiiiiiiight. Well, let’s see how George does.

Hiei: *Nods as he and Silver look over and Sephy and George*

George: *Looks up at Sephy* Sorry Mommy…*Kicks Sephy in the balls*

Sephy: OW! *Winces*

Hiei: *Cups his hands over his mouth and shouts* That was okay George but I can sense you holding
back! You don’t have to hold back just because you’re attacking Mommy! Attack with all your might!
It’s important that Auntie Silver and I get to see you at full force!

Silver: *Shouts* Yeah! And you don’t have to apologize either! Mommy is enjoying this! Right Mommy?

Sephy: *Opens his mouth to yell at Silver but Hiei uses his Jagan to move Sephiroth’s head up and
down*

Hiei: See? She’s loving this! Now, please continue George.
George: Yes Daddy! ^_^ *Walks up to Silver and points to the cattle prod in her pocket* Can I borrow
this?

Silver: Um…yeah sure. *Hands George the cattle prod*

George: Thanks Auntie Silver! ^_^ *Walks up to Hiei who is drinking a glass of water* Can I have some
of that, Daddy?

Hiei: *Looks down at George as he drinks half of the glass* Sure kid. *Gives George the water*

George: Thanks Daddy! ^_^ *Walks back to Sephy with a focused look on his face*



Silver: O.O *Whispers to Hiei* You don’t think…

Hiei: *Whispers* I wouldn’t put it past him. After all, my genes are running through him.

Silver: *Nods and whispers* Ah.

George: *Takes the glass of water and splashes it on Sephy’s crotch, then he turns on the cattle prod*
Heh, heh, heh…

Sephy: *Thinks* Oh no…

George: Hope you like this Mommy! ^_^ *Takes the cattle prod and shocks Sephy in the balls (which is
intensified by a hundred times with the water)*

Sephy: AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!! *Balls catch on fire* HOLY SHOOT!!!

Hiei and Silver: *On the floor laughing their arses off*

George: *Shouts* Is this right Daddy?

Hiei: *Stops laughing for a sec and pants* That…was…perfect!

Silver: Hahahahahahaha…Whoo! Man! That was great!

Hiei: *Points to Sephy and his burning balls and laughs again* Now THIS is funny!

Sephy: SHUT THE *#~(* UP HIEI AND HELP ME PUT OUT THIS FIRE!!!

Silver: *Walks up to Sephy with a glass* Yeah, yeah, yeah. Keep your pants on.

Sephy: GRRRRRRRRRR…IN A FEW MINUTES…THAT WILL BE VERY HARD TO DO SINCE MY
PANTS WILL HAVE…BURNED OFF!!!

Silver: *Rolls her eyes as she splashes the liquid on Sephy’s crotch. Unfortunately, instead of putting
the fire out, the fire gets A LOT bigger until it totally engulfs Sephy*

Sephy: AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!! SIIIIIIIIILLLLLLLVEEEER!!!
Hiei: *Laughs as hard as he can as he snaps his fingers*

Sephy: *Stops burning to a crisp and falls to the ground twitching*

Hiei: *Laughing* HAHAHAHAHA! That was great! What did you pour on him, Silver?

Silver: *Looks in the glass and sniffs it* Oh man! *Looks at Hiei and points at the glass* This was a glass
of gasoline!

Hiei: *Has a confused look as he scratches his head* Who would pour gasoline into a glass?



CD: *Flies in and smiles* Hey! Has anyone seen my glass of gasoline? A dragon’s gotta drink
something!

Silver: *Hides the glass behind her back* Um…Nope! Haven’t seen it at all today! Right Hiei?

Hiei: Uh…right! But…*Grabs a stick and lights it on fire* you can have this Fire-On-A-Stick if you want!

CD: Awesome! *Takes the flaming stick from Hiei* My favorite! Thanks Hiei! ^_^ *Flies off to enjoy his
treat*

Silver: All right! Now that we have got that all settled…George, you did great with torturing Mommy, ‘n
all. But…that isn’t how you kill a Riku clone.

George: It isn’t? *Looks at Twitchy (A.K.A Sephy)* So I just burned Mommy for nothing?

Hiei: Oh I wouldn’t say it was completely pointless. *Bends down to George and puts his hand on
George’s shoulder* It was definitely the first good laugh I’ve had in years!

George: Ohhhh…Well that’s good then. *Looks up at Silver* But, if that wasn’t the way to destroy a Riku
clone, then what is?

Silver: Like this! ^_^ *Takes out a baseball bat and smacks Hiei upside the head with it*

Hiei: *Rubs his head, looking beyond P.Oed* SILVER!!! *Tries to hit her but Silver dodges him, causing
Hiei to fall over*

Silver: *Sits on top of Hiei* You see, the only way to kill a Riku clone is to whack it over the head as hard
as you can.

Hiei/Sephy clone: *Shouts* How come that’s the only way to kill them. I liked George’s way better!

Silver: Yeah, while George’s way is more fun, it wouldn’t work because the Riku clones are
invulnerable everywhere EXCEPT the head. And that’s because the heads are only being held together
with…this! *Takes out a pack of gum* Bubble gum. Not exactly the strongest glue for heads.

Hiei: MMMMMMFFFFFFF!!!

Silver: *Looks down at Hiei* What was that hon?

Hiei: *Sputters* I SAID THAT YOUR TAIL IS IN MY FACE!

Silver: Oh…*Blushes slightly as she gets up* Sorry. *Helps Hiei up*

Hiei: *Sounds a little annoyed* It’s all right…*Gets serious and looks at the Hiei/Sephy clones with a
stern look* Do you all understand what you have to do?



George and other Hiei/Sephy clones: YES DADDY! *Each Hiei/Sephy clone arms themselves a baseball
bat and salute as they march off to battle the rabid mini Riku clones*

Hiei and Silver: *Look really proud as they watch the clones but then realize something and shout*
WAIT!!!

Hiei/Sephy clones and George: *Stop and turn to Silver and Hiei* What?

Hiei: *Feels a bit embarrassed for them* You’re…going…the wrong way…

Silver: *Points to the heating vent* They’re down here. Now go! Go and fight to the last clone standing!

Hiei: *Pumps a fist in the air* And remember; Fight bravely, honorably, and most importantly…FIGHT
MERCILESSLY! TAKE NO PRISONERS!

Hiei/Sephy clones and George: YAAAAAAAY!!! NO PRISONERS! ^_^ *March down the heating vent,
baseball bats in hand*

Silver: *Puts her arm around Hiei* Well, there they go. *Tears up* Seems like only yesterday that we
were teaching them how to fight.

Hiei: *Looks at Silver* -_-;; Silver…

Silver: *Sniffles* Yeah hon?

Hiei: That…was…ten minutes ago. -_-;;;

Silver: Oh…Well you know what I mean!

Hiei: So what do we do now?

Silver: I dunno. You don’t suppose we could…*smirks and winks*

Hiei: *Smirks cutely* Yeah, I suppose I could…teach you some new tricks. *Winks*

Silver: Okay, but just don’t go too hard okay? That really hurt the first time. Don’t you believe in holding
back?

Hiei: *Picks up Silver and smirks* No, I don’t. *Walks to Silver’s bedroom and closes the door with the
Jagan*

Door: *Some movement can be heard from inside and it gets all steamy on the floor and then Silver and
Hiei moaning can be heard*

Silver: Oh man! That was great! But I think I definitely learned something from that?

Hiei: *Pants* And…what’s that? That I am truly the best you’ll ever find?



Silver: Yeah that and…it isn’t that smart to counter a fire attack with an ice attack.

Hiei: It was an okay counter. Steamed up the whole room though and us moaning in pain makes it seem
like we’re doing something else in here.

Silver: Don’t tell me you’re turning all Sephiroth on me. Only perverts would think that we’re doing
something like that!

Hiei: True. Well, are you up for another round or do you want to rest.

Silver: Rest. Definitely rest!

********************************************************************************

Silver: Well, that's all I've typed today peeps! I bet your all waiting for me to hand out plushies but
sadly...Link, Kurama, and Marth got really, REALLY bad blisters from sewing all those plushies so they
weren't able to make the plushies for this chapter. Me and Hiei tried to make some Kurama and Kaiba
plushies but unfourtunetly...*Holds up a badly sewn up Kurama plushie which looks like the head was
stuffed with dynamite and exploded* Hiei and Mr. Sewing Needle did not get along and therefore...I had
to stop the Plushie-Making before Hiei destroyed all of the Plushie-Making supplies. If you had seen
what Hiei did to the Kaiba plushie, then you'd be agreeing with me 110%.

Hiei: *Walks in looking all P.Oed and points to a black smudge on the floor* THAT'S what happened to
the @#@*~# Kaiba plushie, okay?! *Sits down next to Silver, crosses his arms and looks at Silver*
When do I get to start the new show thing?

Silver: SHHHHHH! *Covers Hiei's mouth* Well, since Mr. Big-Mouth has almost given it away, I'll just tell
you now; To make up for the lost plushies, I'm going to treat y'all to a little mini-show!

Hiei: *Bites Silver*

Silver: OW! *Rubs her hand* HIEI!

Hiei: *Licks the on his fangs* Get over it! *Ahem* This show is something everyone will love and it's
called...

Hiei and Silver: RATE...THE...PAIN!!!

Silver: Yes peeps! It's based on the All-That skit, only it's A LOT more violent.

Hiei: Think Itchy and Scratchy on acid.

Silver: I guess you can call it that...I was thinking of All That on acid but I guess that'll do. Anyways, the
show is very simple; Hiei, Kaiba, and Kurama are going to hurt Marik in a certain way and Marik will rate
the painess of the, um...pain on a scale of 1 to 10. Simple, no?



Hiei: *Getting impaitent* Can we start now?

Silver: Yes Hiei. We can start. Just let me get Kurama, Kaiba and, Marik and we can...

Hiei: *Runs off and comes back with Kurama, Kaiba, and Marik in less than 3 seconds*

Silver:...begin? Well now that that's been taken care off...TAKE YOUR PLACES PEOPLE! WE GOT A
MINI-SHOW TO DO!

Guys: *Run off to take their places*

5 minutes later...

Silver: *Runs on stage with a microphone* On a scale of 1 to 10 it's time to...RATE...THE...PAIN!!!

Everyone: *Claps and cheers loudly*

Kurama: *Points to Marik* This is Marik.

Silver: *Points to Hiei* This is Hiei.

Kurama: *Points to Hiei* This is Hiei with a nuclear mini-rocket.

Hiei: *Holds up the rocket and smiles evilly*

Silver: *Points to Hiei* This is Hiei sticking the nuclear mini-rocket in Marik's pants.

Marik: WHAT THE HECK?!

Kurama: *Points to Kaiba* And this is Kaiba.

Silver: *Points to Kaiba too* This is Kaiba with a glass of gasoline.

Kaiba: *Holds up the glass, looks at Marik, and snickers* Heh, heh, heh...

Kurama: *Points to Kaiba again* This is Kaiba pouring gasoline in Marik's pants.

Marik: WHAT THE?! I KNOW WHAT'S GOING TO HAPPEN. YOU CAN'T MAKE ME-

Kurama: *Points to himself with one hand as he wraps Marik's mouth with a vine* And this is me keeping
Marik quiet.

Silver: *Points to Hiei* And this is Hiei, lighing his finger on fire.

Kurama: *Points to Hiei* This is Hiei poking Marik's crotch.

Silver, Kurama, and Kaiba: *Cover their ears as Marik's pants explode with unrelenting force, sending



Marik into oblivion*

Marik: *Can be heard as he explodes*
AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH...NIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIINNNNNNNNNEEEEEEE!!!
*Echos* NINE! NINE! NIIIIINE!!!

Hiei: That's it?! Only a nine? That little jerk! He did that on purpose! That plan took me a whole week to
think of and plan and he gives it just a NINE?!

Silver: *Walks up to an upset Hiei and wraps her arms around his shoulders* Aw! Don't worry Hiei!

Kurama: That was a brilliant plan. You should be proud of yourself!

Kaiba: Besides...Marik's the biggest pain-in-the-arse jerk you'll ever find!

Hiei: True. But...I WORKED FREAKIN' HARD DANG IT!

Silver: Aw! Poor guy! Listen, *whispers in his ear* Kurama and I know a few healing spells. We can bring
back Marik all healthy and new and you can think of a new way to kill him! It'll give ya something to do
this week!

Hiei: Hmmmmmmm...Okay! Thank you Silver! *Hugs Silver as he goes off to plot more ways to kill
Marik*

Silver: *Blushing madly* Y-Your Welcome...?

Kaiba: O.O D-Did he just hug you?

Kurama: Apparently, Hiei loves a woman who knows how to hurt people.

Silver: I-It would seem so...*Smiles* Well, who wants cookies?

Kurama and Kaiba: We do!

Silver: *Pulls out a plate of various cookies for Kurama and Kaiba to snack on* Well peeps, I'm afraid
that's it for the mini-show! But hey! Lemme know what you thought of this 'lil spoof of Rate...The...Pain.
I'm considering making a seperate fic on it but if you guys would rather just have me stick to TRAPPED,
then I don't mind! No point in putting in a fic that everyone's going to , right? Well, C-ya peeps!

Kurama: *Waves to everyone* Good-bye!

Kaiba: *Looks up from his Chocolate cookie and smirks* Until the next chapter...I bid you adieu.

Silver: Ohhhhh! Kaiba's speaking French! This I've gotta hear! ^_^





16 - To a-drawer-4ever...

Silver: My computer s me today so it won't let me leave long comments like this in my own friggin' story!
(It does this sometimes which is why I try to keep my comments "reletivly" short) This is another one of
those chapters directed to a specific person so unless you want to find out about who else is joining the
TRAPPED group, you can either skip this chapter and yell at me for not updating yet or you can read
this chapter and then yell at me for not updating yet! (Either way, I'm going to get yelled at I bet! ^_^;;;)

To a-drawer-4ever: Aw! Thankies kindly for the comments! ^_^ NEwayz I'm definetly going to have Vash
appear in a chapter or two (but I'm still considering whether or not to make him a permenent member.
Right now all I could think of were some random appearances by him and nothing more.) Also, I would
love for you to be in the story (at first I didn't know what to do with all these people asking to be in the
story but thanks to a totally unorigional idea, I think I can handle it!) All I need from you is a little bit of
info from you (i.e what you want to be called, what you look like, and most importantly, who do you want
to ?) Kaiba (DARKRAVEN), Kurama (bishy ), Joey (JoyKaiba), and Hiei (Me! ^_^) have already been
taken. But, maybe I can make Vash a permenent member if you want to be his personal
pain-in-the-arse! ~_^ It'll just make it easier for me to put him in that way! ^_^ Well, that's all I can think of
to type for now in the infamous words of Seto Kaiba "until the next chapter, I bid you adieu!"

Hiei: WAIT!

Silver: What?

Hiei: *Holds up a slightly burned up piece of paper I've got the perfect way to kill Marik now!

Silver: *Gets all excited* Really?! Well give it here! I wanna see! *Tries to take the paper out of Hiei's
hands*

Hiei: *Uses his speed to dodge Silver* Sorry, I can't let you see this until you type the next chapter. All I
can tell you is that it has to do with Pegassus in a thong.

Silver: *Shudders loudly* That's a REALLY bad mental image right there. *Pauses for a sec and smirks*
I smell a stroke of brilliance! ^_^

Hiei: *Crosses his arms looking mighty proud of himself* Yes, I am brilliant, aren't I?

Meanwhile...

Kurama and Kaiba: *Listening from outside of the room*

Kaiba: *Disturbed and grossed out at the same time* Pegassus...in a...t-thong?!

Kurama: *Exasperated sigh* There will be no living with either of them after this.





17 - Kurama V.S The Clones!

Silver: Hiya Peeps! I'm back and with the next chapter! YAYNESS!!! *Claps*

Hiei: *Holds up a burnt-up piece of paper* And I have the next idea for RATE...THE...PAIN!

Silver: Man, everyone's just in such a good mood today! ^_^ *Mumbles and ponders to herself* I wonder
if it has anything to do with the sugar and caffine pills I slipped into everyone's breakfast?

Hiei: *Looks at Silver* You did what?

Silver: Nothing, nothing! ^_^; And now...um...*Looks at Hiei who's crossing his arms and looking pretty
peeved at Silver* I suppose you want to say it, right Hiei?

Hiei: Yes. Yes I do.

Silver: Well, be my guest! ^_^

Hiei: Thanks. *Ahem* And now...on with the show!

Silver: Hmmmmm...not bad. Definetly has some potential.

******************************************************************************************

Meanwhile…

Kurama: *Frantically searching through Sephy’s belongings* Where…are…the…FREAKIN’ WEAPONS?!

Yami: *Massages his temples in frustration* The most violent guy in here and what does he bring? *Pulls
out a Teen People Magazine* MAGAZINES AND BODY-BUILDING EQUIPTMENT?! WHERE ARE THE
? THE GUNS? THE SHARP POINTY OBJECTS?!?!?!?!

Kurama: We used them up, or rather, you and Kaiba used them all up. Now we’re stuck behind a bed
cowering in a corner like a couple of dogs. Well…I for one, am sick of this! *Punches a hole in the wall in
anger*

Yami: O.o Um…Kurama…what are you saying?

Kurama: I’m saying let’s stop hiding and let’s fight! The last time I checked, we were about three times
their size!

Yami: Uh…Kurama…

Kurama: *Stands up* I’m not going to run anymore. I’m a warrior darn it! *Steps out of the fort* And I’d



rather fight to my last breath than cower in a corner while these…these…THINGS rip us apart, piece by
piece. Don’t you agree Yami? *Looks around him to find Yami no where in sight* Yami? *Looks over to
the fort to find Yami sticking his head above the bed, with a nervous look on his face*

Yami: That’s an excellent plan Kurama. There’s only two problems with it. One; There’s only one of
you and a thousand of them. Second; You’re the only one here with the powers. I wouldn’t last three
seconds against these clones!

Kurama: *Considers Yami’s reasoning and thinks hard for a sec* Oh yeah, I forgot! You’re just a mere
WEAK human.

Yami: Yep! ^_^ A weak human. That’s me!

Kurama: Wha- O_O *Realizes that Yami is immune to reverse psychology* Grrrrrr…YOU’RE NOT
SUPPOSED TO BE PROUD OF THAT!

Yami: But I am! I’m proud of my race just like you’re probably proud of your yoko heritage.

Kurama: *Ponders* True, true. But still…*Jumps into the fort and drags Yami out* I’m not about to fight
alone and let you die an dishonorable .

Yami: -_-; Gee, how thoughtful of you…

Kurama: *Rolls his eyes as he pulls a seed out of his hair and tosses it to Yami* Here.

Yami: *Catches the seed* Thanks!

Kurama: Your welcome. It’s a special form of my-YAMI NO!

Yami: *Eats the seed* That really fills you up! And I was getting really hungry too! *Stomach growls
unusually loud* Oh…I don’t feel so good all of a sudden…

Kurama: *Grabs Yami by the shirt collar* YOU IDIOT!!! *Shakes Yami* THAT WAS A SEED
CONTAINING ANOTHER ROSE WHIP! *Shakes Yami even harder*
YOU’RE…NOT…SUPPOSED…TO…EAT IT!!!

Yami: *Gets a little scared* So…*looks at his still growling belly* What’s going to happen to me?

Kurama: *Let’s go of Yami and says blankly* I don’t…know.

Yami: *Now really mad at Kurama* OH THAT’S A LOT OF-Ohhhhhhhhhhhhh…* Clutches his stomach
and doubles over in pain* I-I-I…think…something is…ohhhhhhhhhhh…happening. UGH! *A bright light
erupts from Yami’s stomach and engulfs Yami in a second*

Kurama: *Gasp!* YAMI! Ohhhh……*Shuts his eyes and covers his face from the light until it goes away,
then he looks up* Yami…? *Gasp!* OH MY GOD! *Runs over to Yami who has magically transformed
into…a baseball bat?*



Yami:………………*Thinks* Dude…I’m a baseball bat!

Kurama: *Picks up the baseball bat (that has spiky Yami-hair on top)* Poor Yami…he was so
young…*Bows down his head for a sec but is interrupted when he realizes that the Riku clones are only
mere seconds away* Oh shoot! *Frantically searches through his hair for his Rose Whip seed* Where
the heck is it? I could’ve sworn I put it in before I came here! Oh man! *Looks around panicking and
then sees Yami the Baseball Bat lying next to him* Might as well…*Picks up Yami and gets in a fighting
stance as he watches the hundreds of Riku clones charge at him*

Riku clones: *Charging at Kurama* DOOM! DOOM! DOOM! *All of them stop when they are only a short
distance away from Kurama*

Kurama: *Braces himself as he tightens his grip on Yami the Baseball Bat and thinks* This is it. It’s do
or die now.

Yami:……………………*Thinks* Dude! I’m a friggin’ baseball bat!

Riku Clone: *Walks in front of the Riku clones and…moons Kurama!* DOOOOOOM!!!

Other Riku Clones: *Recognize the "signal" and charge at Kurama in full force*
DOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOM!!!

Kurama: *Snarls and yells with all his might* RRRRRHHHHHHAAAAAAA!!! *Charges at the Riku
clones*

Silver: HOLD IT! *Presses a remote that stops the scene right before Kurama and the Riku clones reach
each other* I’m going to narrate this part from here on out, ‘kay? ‘Kay! ^_^ Well, here’s what
happens…*Presses the remote which causes the scene to silently show the battle between Kurama and
the Riku clones* Kurama, knowing the weakness to the Riku clones, puts up a fairly decent fight against
the clones but let’s face it! *Fast fowards the tape until it shows Kurama getting overwhelmed by the
clones* It’s one against one thousand! Kurama doesn’t stand a snowball’s chance! So…*Plays the tape
regularly which shows Kurama leaning on Yami the Baseball Bat, completely worn out* is this really the
end of our beloved Fox Boy? Well, I’m going to leave you peeps alone now so you can find out now.
Sorry for bothering you. *Goes away and plays the fic normally*

Kurama: *Pants as he looks at the hundreds of Riku clones still standing* Darn…I’ve
really…gotten…myself…into…a big…mess…didn’t I? *Thinks* Well, I’ve lived a decent life. I guess this is
really it. *Pulls himself up and looks to the ground, eyes closed and smiling* I might as well face my
demise with honor. *Looks up and shouts* COME AND GET ME YOU DEMONIC FREAKS OF
NATURE!

Riku Clones: DOOM! *All charge at Kurama at once*

Kurama: *Looks down again and smiles and mutters* Looks like you’re going to have to tolerate Silver
on your own, Hiei.



Very Fast Riku Clone: *Gets to Kurama first and pulls out a machete* DOOM DOOM DOOM!!! *Brings
the machete down at Kurama*

Kurama: Ah! *Braces himself for what’s to come*

V.F.R.C: DOOOOOOOOOOOO-* Gets his head completely blown off by some unknown force*

Unknown Force: You okay Kurama?

Kurama: *Looks up and opens his eyes* Huh? CLOUD!

Cloud: Yeah, it’s me!

Marth and Link: Don’t forget about us! *Jump in from out of nowhere, both arming baseball bats with
really cool spikes on them*

Kurama: You’re all…alive?!

Cloud: Of course. I’m the one who defeated Sephiroth once, remember?

Kurama: Yes, I know that. But how could you survive that brutal attack from the first clone?

Cloud: With this! *Pulls down his pants to revel an iron…jock strap?* The Mr. Balls-of-Iron!

Kurama: O.o Mr. Balls-of…Iron?

Link: Yeah, they saved Cloud’s life! And ours too! The clones tried to attack us but Cloud came, gave us
these and we destroyed a whole bunch of them!

Marth: *Hands Kurama a metal jock strap* We brought you one too. Now put it on! We’ve got some
clone heads to bash!

Kurama: *Smiles as he just decides to put the Mr. Balls-of-Iron over his pants since he doesn’t have any
time to waste* Well gentlemen…*Picks up Yami the Baseball Bat* Shall we get started?

Cloud, Marth, and Link: *Grab their baseball bats and nod*

Riku Clones: *Get into formation again and face the band of baseball-bat-weilding-metal- -
-wearing-warriors* DOOOOOOOOOOOM!!! *Charge at the guys*

Kurama, Cloud, Marth, and Link: *Get into their own fighting stances and charge into battle*
RRRRRRRRRHHHHHHHHHHAAAAAAAAAAAA!!!

******************************************************************************************

Silver: Well, that's it for now peeps! Whadda think? I think it was a pretty cool chappie if I do say so
myself! By the way...*Holds up chocolate Kuramas, Hieis, and Kaibas* Instead of plushies, me and



Kurama thought it would be nice to send out something sugary for a change! ^_^ So now, everyone who
comments is going to get chocolate plushie thingies!!!

Hiei: *Runs in with a Silver chocolate plushie in his mouth* MMMMMMMFFFFFFMMMM!

Silver: -_-; Either finish it or spit it out Hiei...

Hiei: *Somehow manages to finish the chocolate plushie in one bite and pants* We're ready to start now!

Silver: *Claps her hands together* Awesome! *Grabs a mic out of her pocket* And now...on a scale of
one to ten, it's time to RATE...THE...PAIN!!!

Everyone: *Claps and cheers and occasionally throws candy on stage*

Kurama: *Points to Marik (Who's frozen in place and has his eyes duck-taped open, thanks to Hiei)* This
is Marik.

Silver: *Points to a door* This is a door leading to a room where Pegassus likes to his line of thong and
products for people. *Shudders* Gross...

Pegassus: *Pops his head out the room for a second* Acually Silver, today I'm doing just thongs only,
with the occasional silk - of course! ^_^ *Goes back in the room*

Kurama: O.O R-Right. *Ahem* Anyway, *Points to Kaiba* This is Kaiba in a protective blindfold.

Silver: *Points to Kaiba as she puts on her own protective blindfold* This is Kaiba opening the door that
leads to Pegassus ing thongs and - s.

Kaiba: *Shudders as he runs like heck away from the door*

Kurama: *Puts on his own protective blindfold and then points at Hiei* This is Hiei wearing a protective
blindfold.

Silver: *Snickers and points* And this is Hiei sneaking up from behind Marik and pushing him into the
room! ^_^

Marik: NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!! *Tries to run out of the room*

Hiei: *Slams the door in Marik's face and laughs sinisterly*

Kurama: And that was Hiei slamming the door and ruining Marik's only hope of survival.

Marik: *From inside of the room* AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!! MY EYES! THEY
BLEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEED!!! *Claws against the door*

Pegassus: *From inside the room too* Oh come on! It's not like it's something you haven't seen before!



Marik: *Sobbing uncontrollably* T-THE PAIN! THE SHEER INHUMAN PAIN!!! T-T-T-TEN!
*Echos* TEN! TEN! TEN!

Hiei and Silver: YES! *High-five each other*

Kurama: *Pulls off his blindfold and has a look of shock on his face* Wow Hiei...

Kaiba: *Takes off his blindfold* I think you might've crossed a line there. I mean, even I'M beginning to
feel sorry for him.

Hiei: *Shrugs* Whatever...It's not like any of us care about him, right?

Everyone else: *Mumbles and agrees*

Kaiba: So what do we do now?

Silver: *Looks down at her blindfold and smiles* Hey...*Looks at the guys* Why don't we play Blindfold
Tag?

Hiei: Blindfold Tag? What in the heck is that?

Silver: It's basically just a game where you run around in blindfolds while tackling each other.

Kurama: *Puts on his blindfold* Yeah, like this! *Pounces on Silver, pinning her down* BLINDFOLD PILE
ON SILVER!!!

Hiei and Kaiba: *Puts on their blindfolds* YEAH!

Silver: WHA-KURAMA!

Hiei and Kaiba: *Pounce on Kurama who's on top of Silver and therefore, Silver practically gets crushed*

Silver: *Sighs* Oh well...Guess there are worse things than being on the bottom of a pile of hot guys.
Well, until the next chappie peeps! Bye!!!

Hiei, Kurama, and Kaiba: *All try to wave but are too tangled up in each other and just give up* See ya!



18 - "Kaiba's Roasting On an Open Fire!"

Silver: Hey Peeps! I'm back and with a new chapter! ^-^ Uh...*Looks around nervously* that's really all I
think of to say at the moment so um...*Gets a blank look on her face*...Line?

Hiei (From backstage): *Slaps his forehead* Oh my God! *Walks up to Silver and whacks her upside the
head with his clipboard* "ON WITH THE SHOW!" YOUR LINE IS "ON WITH THE SHOW!" IS THAT
TOO HARD FOR YOU TO REMEMBER?! IS IT TOO HARD FOR YOUR SMALL WOLF YOUKAI
BRAIN TO COMPREHEND? *Stomps off backstage and then throws his arms in the air* God!

Silver: *Rubs the back of her neck where Hiei hit her* Ow...geez! *Lightens up* Heh, heh...he thinks he's
so smart because he's directing this chapter but he doesn't know about the special surprise
announcement I have for when this chapter ends that niether him or the readers know about!
MUWHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA-

Link (Who's running the camera): Um...Silver?

Silver: HAHAHA-What Link? Can't you see that I'm in the middle of my Evil Genius laugh?

Link: Yeah, I know but...the camera's still on.

Silver: *Face drops* You mean that I...

Link: *Nods* Uh huh. Your special surprise was just...H-hey Silver! D-d-don't give me that look! I-I-It's not
m-my fault that you...um...I-I-I'm sure that when H-H-Hiei is i-in a b-b-b-better mood we can...HEY! PUT
DOWN THAT CHAIN SAW, SILVER! PLEASE SILVER! DON'T COME ANY
CLOSER...AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH-

And thus the camera convienietly falls off its stand and shows a bunch of static as Silver tries to kill Link.

Kurama: *Picks up the camera and turns it on so you can only see his beautiful mug on the camera* So,
um...on with the show? ^-^;;
********************************************************************************

Meanwhile…

Riku: WHERE ARE THE SACRIFICES? I DEMAND THAT YOU COME OUT OF THE DRESSING
HUT…NOW!!! *Grabs Sephy’s flame-thrower and sets the Dressing Hut (that Kaiba and Marik are in) on
fire*

Kaiba: *Runs out like a bat outta heck with his tush on fire* OW! FRICKIN’ A! THAT’S HOT! *Starts
patting his butt and tries to blow out the fire but his hands get burned instead* OW!

Riku: Ugh! *Rolls his eyes in annoyance and points to a nearby Riku clone* YOU THERE!



M. Clone: DOOM!

Riku: Help him put out that fire. *Chuckles evilly to himself* Wouldn’t want his new dress to get ruined
now do we?

Kaiba: GRRRRRRRRR…*Punches out the clone that tries to put out the fire and instead, puts it out
himself with the bucket of water the clone brought*

Riku: Awwww…what’s the matter Kaiba? Don’t you like your new wardrobe?

Kaiba: Like it…LIKE IT?! *Starts blushing furiously as he stands there, wearing a skanky, skin-tight
mini-skirt with a sparkly pink-sequined tank-top and finally, he has knee-high high-heel boots and long
white gloves to top it all off*…I IT!!!

Riku: *Leans back in his throne, not really caring* Yeah, well, that’s how the humiliation is supposed to
work and as soon as your annoying, screechy friend comes out, *Smiles evilly* the fun will begin. *Looks
around* Speaking of which, where the heck is he?

M. Riku: *Runs up to Riku and whispers something in his ear*

Riku: What?! You’re sure?

M. Riku: *Nods quickly and runs off*

Riku: *Sighs in frustration and yells* BOB THE 67TH!!!

Kaiba: *Looks confused* Huh?

Different M. Riku: *Gets pushed to Riku by the other clones and has a shameful look on his face*

Riku: Did you do what I think you just did? Tell the truth now, I won’t hurt you.

Bob the 67th: *Smiles in relief*

Riku: But your brothers and sisters will.

Kaiba: *Jaw drops* SISTERS?!

Riku: *Turns to Kaiba* It’s a long story of puberty, changes, and health class. Now, you don’t want to
hear it, do you?

Kaiba: *Shakes his head so much it looks like its going to fall off* NO, NO, NO!

Riku: Okay! I’ll tell you!

Kaiba: What?! B-But I just said no!



Riku: Yeah, I heard you. You want to hear the story!

Kaiba: No I don’t.

Riku: Yes you do.

Kaiba: No I don’t.

Riku: Yes you do.

Kaiba: No I don’t.

Riku: No you don’t.

Kaiba: *Gets really mad and shouts* YES I FRICKIN’ DO, OKAY?! *Gasps as he realizes that he just
fell for the oldest trick in the frickin’ book and then slaps his forehead a few times* Stupid, stupid, stupid!

Riku: HEY! SHUT UP AND LISTEN! *Ahem* It all began when I was 13 and getting these funny feelings
in my tummy and getting hair where there wasn’t hair and…

Three and a half hours later…

Riku: …and that’ s basically why there are also some male-looking, female clones of me.

Kaiba: *Jaw literally dropped to the ground, shaking all over, and his right eye twitches once in a while*

Riku: *Rolls his eyes and claps twice*

M. Clone: *Walks up to Kaiba and punches him in the shoulder*

Kaiba: *Screams y * AH! THE WRONGNESS! THE SHEER INHUMAN WRONGNESS OF IT ALL!!!
AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH-

M. Clone: *Kicks Kaiba in the balls*

Kaiba: OW! *Doubles over in pain and clutches his balls lightly and squeaks out* T-Thanks.

M. Clone: *Just gives Kaiba the finger and walks off*

Kaiba: *Looks up at Riku* So, what happened to Marik?

Riku: I was just getting to that. YOU THERE! *Points to Bob the 67th* Spit it out.

Kaiba: *Confused look dawns on his face*

Bob the 67th: *Shakes his head*



Riku: Now Bob the 67th…we can either do this the easy way…or…*Pulls out a spork from underneath his
throne*…we can do this the hard way. *Brandishes the spork threateningly*

Bob the 67th: *Gets a scared look on his face and immediately vomits up a mangled, cross-dressed
Marik*

Kaiba: *Looks away in disgust* Ugh…so gross and...wrong! *Bends over and vomits*

Marik: *Twitches*

Kaiba: *Thinks as he wipes his mouth* Well, at least he’s alive. I’m not about to go into that sacrificial
pot first.

Riku: *Pokes Marik with a pointy stick*

Marik: *Twitches again*

Riku: Well, it seems that he’s alive! But just to be sure…*Pokes Marik again and laughs stupidly* Heh,
heh…*Pokes Marik again and again and again*

Kaiba: *Gets annoyed* I’m pretty sure that he’s alive Marik.

Riku: SILENCE! This is fun so I command all of my subjects to grab a pointy stick and poke Kaiba and
Marik until they fall into the Sacrificial Pot of DOOM!

M. Rikus: DOOOOOM!!! *Grab their own pointy stick and start herding Kaiba into the pot like cattle and
stop just when he reaches the edge*

Bob the 67th: *Runs up with Marik’s burnt-up, vomit-smelling, and very twitchy body and places it next
to Kaiba* DOOM! *Pokes Kaiba with a pointy stick and runs back into the crowd*

Kaiba: *Slowly backs towards the edge until he almost slips off the edge* Whoa! *Looks down and
behind him warily and gulps* Guess this is it…

M. Rikus: *Brandish their pointy sticks in the air and shout* DOOOOOOOOOM!!!

Kaiba: Goodbye cruel world…*Takes one last dramatic step to the edge of the pot and then…grabs
Marik’s body and throws it at the Riku clones* NOW! ATTACK!!!

Hiei/Sephy Clones: CHAAAAAAAAAAAAAARRRRRRRRRRRRRGE!!! *Jump over the walls of the
village and begin attacking the Riku clones*

Riku: *Stands up in shock and fury* WHAT’S THIS?!

Kaiba: *Looks down at Riku and smirks* Stupid freak…did you really this I was going to go down so



easily?

Riku: B-But the army…how did you…?

Kaiba: I tossed a card out the hole in the Dressing Hut. It had an S.O.S message written on it. I received
a reply from these little guys, *Makes a head gesture towards the attacking Hiei/Sephy clones* and I
knew that I had nothing to worry about!

Riku: GRRRRRRRRRRR…NO MATTER! *Turns to the Riku clones* BOBS NUMBER 1 THROUGH 179!
SHOW NO MERCY!!!

Bobs Number 1-179: DOOOOOOOOOOOOOM!!! *Foam at the mouth and charge at the Hiei/ Sephy
clones*

Kaiba: *Stands looking all proud and then realizes that he’s right in the middle of the y battle* Oh shoot!
*Weaves his way in and out through the fighting crowds and finally manages to escape the Village of the
Rabid Mini Riku Clones* I wonder if I should go back for Marik? *Looks back at the burning exploding
village*

M. Riku: *Falls down from the sky* Eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee!!! *Crashes down next to
Kaiba twitching, burning, and headless.

Kaiba: *Says in a slightly squeaky, scared voice* Well, Marik’s a big boy now and shouldn’t need my
help. Besides, I should probably try to find Kurama and that Turn-Coat, Yami. *Growls at the mention of
Yami’s name* God I him…*Walks off to find the others or at least a small hiding place to cry in*

Meanwhile:

Kurama: Errrrr-RHA! *Whacks another head off another Mini Riku*

Marth: Grrrr…YHAAA! *Does a fancy spin attack to take off the heads of about five clones* God, don’t
these things know how to quit?

Link: *Grunts and bashes an attacking clone’s head in* I dunno but right now…*brutally smashes the
heads of a pair of clones* it seems like they never end! I mean…*beats down another clone* how many
did the original Riku sic on us?!

Cloud: *Silently hits off the heads of a bunch of Riku clones* I don’t know but…*Attacks a nearby clone*
don’t give up now! *Grunts as he slams the head of another clone clean off* There’s hope for us yet!

Kurama: *Thinks as he continues attacking with Yami the Baseball Bat* I’m afraid hoping just won’t be
enough. *Sighs sadly as he takes off the head of a clone and thinks* We’re going to need a
miracle…that or an entire army of good non-rabid clones made from the two most powerful men in the
room…and they should probably all have baseball bats as well! *Growls as he defeats another dozen
clones and thinks* But what are the chances of-*Gasps*

M. Riku: *Comes up from behind Kurama and stabs him in the back of his leg with Marik’s switchblade



that was just lying around on the now-obliterated Sephy Springer set*

Kurama: Ahhhhhhhh! *Drops Yami the Baseball Bat and clutches his leg in pain*

Marth: *Sees what happened* KURAMA! *Runs over to help but a pack of clones crowd around Marth,
forcing him to fight them first*

M. Riku that attacked Kurama: *Raises the switchblade high in the air and prepares to make the final
blow* DOOOOOOOOOM!!!

Kurama: *Thinks* No! This can’t be-

M. Riku: *Thrusts his blade down but as soon as the blade just reaches Kurama’s flesh, the Riku clone
has his head whacked off by everyone’s favorite Hiei/Sephy clone…George!*

Kurama: Wha-* Looks up at George who’s arming his baseball bat and beaming at Kurama*

George: Hi Unki Kurami!

Kurama: I-I’m sorry…do I know you?

George: Nope! I’m a clone of my daddy, Hiei and my mommy, Sephyroth. But my Auntie Silver told me
that you’re Daddy’s best friend so you’re my Unki! Unki Kurami! ^-^

Kurama: *Smiles at George* Well, that’s interesting but don’t you mean, "Uncle Kurama?"

George: That’s what I said! Unki Kurami!

Kurama: *Decides to drop the subject and tries to get up but falls down, clutching his leg* Ah…my leg!
But…I gotta fight! *Tries again and fails again* Ow…

George: *Gets a concerned look on his face as he walks up to Kurama* *Gasp!* You’re hurt Unki
Kurami! You can’t fight like this!

Kurama: No, I-I’m fine, really you don’t have-

George: *Tries to check Kurama’s wound* My Daddy say that if you’re injured, you should turn back
and fight another day.

Kurama: Strange…that doesn’t sound like Hiei.

George: *Looks up at Kurama* He also said that that’s the human way of fighting and the true way of
fighting is stop frickin’ whining and get your arse back in the fight until your head is cut off or you die.
Whichever one comes first, he says.

Kurama: *Chuckles lightly* Now that sounds like Hiei. Ow…*Rubs his wounded leg in pain*



George: Don’t move Unki Kurami! I’ll help you! *Shouts across the battlefield* HEY GEORGE THE
29th AND 35th!!!

George the 29th and George the 35th: *Both kill one last Riku clone and rush over to George*

George the 29th: What’s wrong Brother?

George: Unki Kurami’s hurt!

Both Georges: *Gasp!*

George the 35th: What should we do?

George: Do you think you two can take Unki Kurami to Auntie Silver’s and Hiei’s room?

George the 29th: Sure! *Grabs Kurama by the arms*

George the 35th: No pro- *stops and thinks hard* prob- *thinks hard again* problem! That’s it! No
problem! *Carefully grabs Kurama’s legs and helps George the 29th carry Kurama into the heating
vent*

George: Now that that’s settled…*Gets ready to get back in the fight but realizes that that last Riku clone
was pretty hard-headed and broke his bat* Oh man! What am going to…*Looks down and sees Yami the
Baseball Bat*…do? *Pick up Yami the B.B* This bat has funny hair but it’ll do. YHAAAAAAAA!!!
*Charges into battle, Yami the B.B in hand*

********************************************************************************

Silver: Well, I to say it Peeps but that's all I was able to type at the moment sooo...um...*Looks nervously
backstage*...Line?

Hiei: *Slaps his forehead* TELL THEM ABOUT THE STUPID SECRET SURPRISE! *Throws his
clipboard at Silver*

Silver: Ahhhh! *Ducks down to dodge the flying clipboard so instead of hitting Silver, the clipboard
smashes into the camera and causes it to explode*

Camera: *BOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOM!*

*Static is shown for the next five minutes*

*Static*

*Static*

*Static*



*Static*

*Static*

*Static*

*Static*

*Static (You might want to get some soda or something while your waiting...and bring some for me too!
^_^)*

*Static*

*Static*

*Static*

*Static*

*Static (there's actually a point to this...well, not really, I'm just takin' up space. ^-^ *Gets hit in the head
by a rock from some random, annoyed reader*)*

*Static*

*Blackness (Oooooh! A change! ^-^ *Gets hit with a rock again*)*

*Blackness*

Kurama: *Voice is heard from the blackness* Okay, I think I almost have it set up and...*Camera flashes
for a sec and then shows Kurama's pretty face (which has a bandage on his forehead and over his left
eye) in front of the camera* there! *Turns to the others* It's all set now!

Everyone: *Who are all injured in some way or form from the explosion just groan in pain*

Link: *Rubbing his torn up knee with alcohal as he says sarcastically* Yippie...

Marth: *Tries to fix his hair back to its blue perfection* I didn't think that cameras could explode like that.

Kaiba: *Grabs a bottle of asprin, takes two out, chews them without any water, swallows them bitterly
and responds* They don't...appartently, Silver and Hiei were having fun with es again!

Silver: *Has one ear drooping down, a bandage covering her eye, and her tail has become one big
wagging bandage* Hey! How was I supposed to know that plastic es were so powerful?! Me and Hiei
were just trying to blow Marik into oblivion. Which, might I add, that we did. Look! *Points to a pair of
teddy bear boxers that are all that remains of Marik*

Everyone: *Rolls their eyes*



Hiei: OW! *Looks down at Silver, who at the moment, is wrapping bandages around Hiei's chest* Must
you do that?

Silver: To keep you from bleeding all over the place...yes! So hold your arse, 'kay? *Continues wrapping
the bandages* Besides, I'm...almost...done! ^-^ You're all set, Hiei!

Hiei: Well, now that that's settled. *Stands up* Let's continue from where we left off.

Everyone: *Looks up* WHAT?!

Kaiba: You expect us to work with these injuries?!

Marth: Forget it!

Link: You're over-working us Hiei!

Yami: We want a break!

Hiei: But we're supposed to-

Link: No more work!

Hiei: Look, will you all just-

Marth: Hiei's a jerk!

Hiei: *Now really P.Oed* WHAT DID YOU JUST SAY?! *Grabs Marth by the collar of his shirt*

Marth: *Looks down* Heh, threaten us all you want but we're still not going to work.

Yami: Its seven against one!

Link: You wouldn't stand a chance!

Hiei: *Turns to Link furiously while holding Marth* You want to try me?

Link: If you don't give us a break and let us heal our wounds then...*Stand up and walks to the Exit door*
we're not going to work. *Leaves*

Yami and Kaiba: *Pump their fists into the air as they chant* No more work! Hiei's a jerk! No more work!
Hiei's a jerk! *And the keep chanting and pumping their fists as they march out the door*

Hiei: B-But I-*Sighs in frustration as he drops Marth and looks down at the ground in defeat* If you leave
now without a word, then I promise to not kill you...

Marth: *Wastes no time running off the stage and through the Exit door*



Hiei: *Looks up and smiles sinisterly*...yet.

Kurama and Silver: O.O;

Silver: That was interesting. Didn't think those guys had it in 'em.

Kurama: They're braver than you might think Silver.

Silver: *Shrugs* I guess so. *Turns to a defeated and frustrated Hiei* So what are we going to do now?

Hiei: *Looks at Silver and Kurama* We're going to quickly make the announcement and then kill those
rebelious idiots.

Silver: ^-^; T-that sounds like an EXCELLENT idea Hiei! *Whispers in Kurama's ear* Quick! Get the
elephant tranquilizers!

Kurama: *Nods as he runs off-stage*

Hiei: *Looks at Kurama, confused* Where's he going?

Silver: He's um...going to get some sweet snow! Because you are doing such a good job at directing this
chapter! ^_^

Hiei: Hn. Of course I am. Now, *hands Silver a script* read this word-for-word.

Silver: O-Okay. *Looks down at the script and reads aloud* Oh Hiei, I think your so hot. I love you Hiei.
Please, oh please will you make-

Hiei: OH SHOOT! * es the script from Silver's hands* Wrong script...

Silver: *Has a bewildered look on her face as she silently mouths* Wrong script...? Um, Hiei, why don't I
just ab-lib this part, 'kay?

Hiei: *Shrugs* Whatever. Just don't screw up.

Silver: Cool! ^_^ *Turns to the camera* Okay Peeps! Sorry for the delay! Today we've got a special offer
to our lady readers out there (who are probably the ONLY readers here!) You see, the guys in
TRAPPED and I are going to start a play. And that play is none other than *imitates a fanfare* Romeo
and Juliet!

Hiei: Its going to be a seperate fic so look for it in the Anime/Manga section of FanArt Central. Silver?

Silver: Thanks Hiei! Now, the reason why I'm telling you this is simple: You see, I feel awkward writing
romantic-type stories 'bout myself. Which is why I have decided NOT to play the role of Juliet.

Hiei: Instead, one of you ningen women readers will be offered the part of Lady Juliet.



Silver: That's right Hiei. But its first come, first serve. So if you want to be in the play, then sign up
A.S.A.P.

Hiei: As for the part of Romeo...

Silver: Yes Hiei, that's another thing. The part of Romeo will also be YOUR choice if you become Juliet!

Hiei: Is there anything else they need to know?

Silver: Um...*thinks for a sec* Nope! I think that's it. So...until the next chappie peeps! C-ya! *Waves to
the camera with a dopey smile on her face*

Hiei: *Folds his arms in annoyance* Are you done yet? C'mon I've got some people to "take care of."
*Unsheaths his sword and gets an evil smile on his face* Let's go! *Grabs Silver by the arm and drags
her to the Exit door but just before he can make it to the door, Hiei drops to the ground, fast asleep*

Silver: *Rubs the arm that Hiei grabbed* Excellent timing, Kurama!

Kurama: I thought so too. ^_^

Silver: Shall we go out for some slushies?

Kurama: Sounds like a plan but um...*Looks at a K.Oed Hiei* What do we do about him?

Silver: Him? Oh just leave him there. He's not even going to wake up until the next chapter, most likely.
So just get the camera and we can finally leave.

Kurama: Okay. *Walks up to the camera and turns it off*

*Blackness*

*Blackness*

*Blackness*

*Black-(NOT AGAIN! *Gets pummeled by rocks from angry random readers*)*



19 - And the Part Goes To...

Silver: All right Peeps! After one day, I have found the one to play Lady Juliet. And that is...Bishy !
Congrats! You're the star in our re-make of a classic story told over and over for centuries upon
centuries (nervous yet?) And I also owe you, bishy, my gratitude. That's 'cuz thanks to you, I get five
bucks from my best friend. You see, he thought that a Hiei or Kaiba fangirl was gonna get the part (and
therefore, making Kaiba or Hiei Romeo.) But I said, "Nah, its Kurama is gonna be Romeo, I just have
this feeling, y'know?" And he just looked at me like I was crazy and then we made the bet! So Thanks!
^-^ Actually, this is kinda funny 'cuz last night, I started the first chapter (assigning parts) and I wrote it
thinking that Hiei would be Romeo. So I gave Kurama the part of Hiei's best friend Benvolio (who's a laid
back, peaceful character.) So now Hiei is gonna have to play that part (he seems more like a Tybalt to
me but then again, this kinda fits, right? Romeo and Benvolio, Kurama and Hiei! ^-^;) Okay, now I'm just
rambling so just remember to look out for this new fic coming to a FanArt Central near YOU! *Points at
the audience*

Hiei: I can't believe that you're shamelessly advertizing your new story here. First you burn all the Britany
Spears CDs in Wal-Mart and play subliminal anti-war Incubus songs and now this!

Silver: Oh come on Hiei! Lighten up!

Hiei: How can I "lighten up" when I have to play the role of a character who can't even weild a sword?!
*Folds his arms and pouts*

Silver: Aw! Don't worry! *Wraps her arms around a surprised Hiei* If this goes well, then I just might
make more of these plays. *Looks up at the audience, still hugging Hiei* Which means that for those of
you who didn't get the part of Juliet just may get the part of some other leading lady. And who knows,
Hiei? I just might get over my awkwardness and have you and me star in a play!

Hiei: *Looks up at Silver* What kind of play?

Silver: *Shrugs* I dunno. Most likely a love story, y'know? Maybe "Aladin," "Beauty and the Beast," or
even "The Lion King!"

Hiei: -_- You do realize that you just suggested a bunch of Disney movies?

Silver: So? *Squeezes Hiei really tight* You got a problem with that?

Hiei: *Choking* N-n-no!

Silver: *Lets go of Hiei* Good! ^-^ Well, its been fun Peeps but I got a play to organize so until the next
chappie or even new ficcie, I bid you-

Hiei: YOU DID IT AGAIN!



Silver: What? *Looks confused*

Hiei: You're advertizing your new play again! God! I'm so sick of (Silver: Go read my new fic) your
shameless (Silver: Go read my new fic) advertizing and (Silver: Go read my new fic) use of (Silver: Go
read my new fic) subliminal (Silver: Go read my new fic) messages! (Silver: GO READ MY NEW FIC OR
I SHALL BE FORCED TO FORCE YOU LISTEN TO BRITANNY SPEARS SONGS FOR THE REST OF
YOU PITIFUL LIFE! MUWAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA...HA!)

Hiei: *Gives Silver a stern look as he crosses his arms and taps his foot* Silver...

Silver: O_o; Ah...um...Love ya Hiei, mean it! *Kisses Hiei on the cheek and runs away from a peeved
Hiei*
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